1. Purpose. This pamphlet provides military and non-military personnel with the policies, responsibilities and requirements for the loan of U.S. Army films for showing to the general public on a non-profit basis.

2. Procedure for Ordering Films.

   a. Initial request for films may be made by letter. Requests should be limited to those desired for one showing date or one showing period of consecutive days. Subsequent requests should be prepared on DA Form 11-44, "Films and Film Strips Loan Order," which will be supplied upon request. Use of this form will expedite the processing of your request.

   b. Prepare the loan order and submit in triplicate as shown on page v. Requests must indicate the complete address of using organization, with zip code, telephone number and signature of requester. List only those films for the same use dates on the same set of forms. Remove carbons before mailing requests. Films should be requested for the shortest time possible but not to exceed two weeks. Shipping and return time will be allowed by the Audio-Visual Support Center servicing your request.

   c. Requests may be submitted up to one year in advance but not less than fifteen days prior to use date for mail orders. Submit your requests direct to the Audio-Visual Support Center serving your location. Service areas are indicated on the back cover of this pamphlet. Addresses for the centers are listed on page ii. Over the counter service is available for local users. The third copy of your request will be returned confirming the booking or other action taken. The second copy will accompany the film shipment.

*This pamphlet supersedes 5A Pamphlet 108-1, 1 July 1971.
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d. Films must be used as a complete entity. The editing or cutting of films in whole or part is not permitted. Reproduction in whole or part by any means is not permitted. Borrowers are responsible for all prints and are not to reloan to others. No admission fee may be charged in connection with the showing of these films.


a. Films are shipped free of charge via parcel post. The reverse side of the mailing card is franked to permit free return of films.

b. Films must be returned to the issuing Audio-Visual Support Center, in the same containers supplied, using the same shipping card that accompanied the film, on the last showing date indicated by the requester. Your cooperation is requested in this matter since failure to return films on time may result in the cancellation of film loans previously booked to others. Booking period may be extended upon request provided film is available. Requests for extensions of loan periods must be received at the Audio-Visual Support Center prior to expiration of the original loan period.

c. Do no rewind film after your last showing. Report any damage or unservicable films on the reverse side of the order form.

d. A copy of the loan order will accompany the film shipment. Upon completion of the showings, please enter the total number of showings and the total number of attendance in the appropriate columns of the form and return in the case with the film. The return of the form is most important to credit your organization with the film return and to furnish utilization data required by Department of the Army.

4. Location of Audio-Visual Support Centers. Requests for film loans should be forwarded direct to the center listed below serving your location.


b. Audio-Visual Support Center, Fort Bliss, Texas 79916

c. Audio-Visual Support Center, Fort Hood, Texas 76544

d. Audio-Visual Support Center, Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri 65475

e. Audio-Visual Support Center, Fort Polk, Louisiana 71459

f. Audio-Visual Support Center, Fort Riley, Kansas 66442

g. Audio-Visual Support Center, Fort Sill, Oklahoma 73503

h. Audio-Visual Support Center, Camp McCoy, Wisconsin 54656
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i. Audio-Visual Support Center, Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana 46216

5. Clearance Codes. Before requesting films be sure that your organization selects only those films cleared for your use. These codes follow each film synopsis. The following codes are used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PNP</td>
<td>Public Non-Profit Exhibition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>Television - Non-Sponsored</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH</td>
<td>Theatrical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Professional Groups (Type indicated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>Denotes film of historical nature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Purchase of Department of the Army Films. Civilian organizations may purchase certain Department of the Army films. Requests for information concerning the purchase of these films should be submitted direct to:

National Audio-Visual Center
National Archives and Records Center
Washington, D.C. 20409

7. List of Films Cleared for Public Use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AFIF</td>
<td>Armed Forces Information Films</td>
<td>1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFMR</td>
<td>Armed Forces Military Reports</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFSM</td>
<td>Armed Forces Screen Magazines</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIF</td>
<td>Army Information Films</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Combat Bulletins</td>
<td>6-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHR</td>
<td>Combat Historical Reports</td>
<td>10-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMF</td>
<td>Combat Miscellaneous Films</td>
<td>11-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Campaign Reports</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD CD</td>
<td>Department of Defense, Civil Defense</td>
<td>13-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD IS</td>
<td>Department of Defense, Industrial Security</td>
<td>16-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>Film Bulletins</td>
<td>17-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&amp;ESR</td>
<td>Information &amp; Educational Sports Reports</td>
<td>19-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>Miscellaneous Films</td>
<td>21-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMF</td>
<td>Professional Medical Films</td>
<td>30-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>Research and Development</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D PR</td>
<td>Research and Development Progress Reports</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Recruiting Films</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>Special Bulletins</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF</td>
<td>Training Films</td>
<td>45-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>Television &quot;Big Picture&quot; Films</td>
<td>76-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFS</td>
<td>Sound Film Strips</td>
<td>90-92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**AUDIO-VISUAL LOAN ORDER**

For use of this form, see AR 108-30. The proposing agency is Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Communications- Electronics.

**NAME OF ISSUING AUDIO-VISUAL SUPPORT CENTER**

See back cover and page 11 for the Audio-Visual Support Center which serves your locality. Send all requests and correspondence to that center.

**ISSUE TO**

Give complete address including zip code:

- Name of Organization
- Building and or Street Address
- City, State Zip Code

**CHECK METHOD OF DELIVERY**

- PICKUP
- MAIL
- EXPRESS
- OTHER

**ACTUAL DATES ITEMS WILL BE SHOWN**

- FROM 3 May 72
- TO 5 May 72

**INSTRUCTIONS:**

1. Submit separate requests for each different request period.
2. List alternate showing dates and films if desired.
3. Allow at least fifteen days advance notice for all shipments.
4. When submitting requests please complete all items indicated by solid arrows.

**NUMBER OF SHOWINGS**

- ARM & CIV COMP
- ALL OTHERS
- ATTENDANCE

**REVIEW CODE**

- Issue
- Renewal
- Serial
- K

**DATE**

- 2 May 72

**RECEIVED**

- Signature of Authorized Representative

**DA FORM 11-44**

Replaces DA Form 11-44, 1 Nov 64, Existing Supply of which will be issued and used until 1 Aug 67 unless sooner exhausted.

[Signature]

Principal

Requester's Telephone No.

Received

AUG 66 11-44
ARMED FORCES INFORMATION FILMS

AFIF 73 TOM SCHULER-COBBLER STATESMAN - 29 Min - Color - Animated film tells the story of Tom Schuler, an ordinary cobbler of the revolutionary era, who played small but vital role in the history of our Nation. (PNP)

AFIF 77 IN HONOR OF LIBERTY - 19 Min - A documentary on the Statue of Liberty, stress on the greatness of its symbolism. That men shall be free. (PNP, TV, TH)

AFIF 79 YOUR CONGRESSMAN AT WORK - MAN ON THE HILL - 20 Min - Color - Responsibilities of a "Typical" member of Congress. Relation of Department of Defense to congress and importance of voting intelligently. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 85 A MOTION PICTURE HISTORY OF THE KOREAN WAR - 58 Min - A documentary on the Korean War showing the fighting and problems encountered by American and UN Forces during the major phases of the battle, tracing back to the events from the initial gunfire on 25 June 1950 to the Armistice on 27 July 1953. (PNP, TV, TH)

AFIF 96 KOREAN ARMISTICE - 27 Min - Organization and responsibilities of UN Command Military Armistice Commission. Role of each of the following is defined: CINCUNC, UNCMAS, The Secretariat, JOT, and NNSC. (PNP)

AFIF 98 THE CHALLENGE OF IDEAS - 31 Min - An appraisal of the great contest of our times between the Democratic and Communist way of life; and the challenge it presents in preserving our standard and traditions. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 99 OLD GLORY - 28 Min - Color - Story of the evolution of the American Flag from 1607 until 1960 when the new 50 star Flag became a reality. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 101 WILLIAMSBURG-THE STORY OF A PATRIOT - 36 Min - Color - Documents the historic events during the turbulent period, 1769 - 1776, in Williamsburg, Virginia. The people, issues, and episodes of the times are vividly reenacted. (PNP)

AFIF 109 ARCHITECTS OF PEACE - 23 Min - An appraisal of the vital role of the Department of State in international diplomacy, training and responsibilities of foreign service officers in this country and in embassies around the world. (PNP)

AFIF 112 KEEPING INFORMED - 20 Min - Story, origin, and development of Communications media for keeping our Armed Forces informed of their vital role in attaining the nation's objectives. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 117 MILITARY MEDICINE - 19 Min - Report on the great strides made in military medicine. Reviews the contributions of all Services in the past century. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 120 FREEDOM AND YOU - 55 Min - Color - Affirmation of American precepts of liberty, stressing idea that the protection of freedom is the duty of the individual citizen. (PNP)
AFIF 123 THE THIRD CHALLENGE - UNCONVENTIONAL WARFARE - 45 Min - Color - Today, we are seeing with increasing frequency evidence of another technique the Communists use whenever they consider the occasion appropriate. The techniques of unconventional warfare - THE THIRD CHALLENGE. This film deals with this challenge and depicts the United States capability to fight this type of war. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 124 HERITAGE OF FREEDOM - 38 Min - Portrayals of four events widely separated in time, location and happenstance in the United States, shows the beginnings and background in the growth of liberty as enunciated in our Constitution and Bill of Rights. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 128 THE VOTE - 11 Min - Describes the origin of the Absentee voting system, and how eligible military personnel and their qualified dependents can cast their vote in the forthcoming elections. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 129 BALLOTS THAT FLY - 9 Min - Eligible servicemen are shown how to apply for an absentee ballot, what happens to the application and how to mark and mail it after completing procedures. (PNP)

AFIF 132 THE MACARTHUR STORY - 20 Min - This film tells the story of General Douglas MacArthur from his birth at an Army Post to his death and burial at the Norfolk, Virginia, Memorial erected in his honor. (PNP)

AFIF 134 ESPIONAGE TARGET-YOU - 30 Min - This film helps put servicemen and women on guard against Communist espionage agents seeking to ensnare them into obtaining vital secret information. Shows them what to do when approached by such operators. (All persons concerned with Industrial Security Program.)

AFIF 136 ONE FORCE - 21 Min - Men and women of the military services with different ethnic origins are welded into one force dedicated to the defense and security of the nation. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 137 AMERICA'S CRITICS ABROAD - 20 Min - Purpose of this movie is to show US personnel how to counter criticism of the US when they are called upon to do so overseas. (PNP)

AFIF 143 A FREE PEOPLE - 20 Min - Color - A cavalcade of America set to song, forming a stirring salute to the American spirit from the Pilgrims to the quest for outer space. (PNP)

AFIF 144 OUR HERITAGE - 30 Min - Color - This film portrays our heritage thru military efforts of our country from it's earliest beginnings to uphold the Declaration of Independence. It includes the original photography of many historical landmarks. (PNP)

AFIF 146 A PERSONAL AFFAIR - 25 Min - Color - This film objectively shows the U.S. Serviceman how to put his personal affairs in order. Emphasis is placed on the importance of this to provide for family members in case of his death, thus avoiding further confusion and upset. (PNP)

AFIF 152 THEIR CHOICE WAS FREEDOM - 26 Min - In the years since Communism has become a force to reckon with in the world, much has been said about the inevitability of its ultimate success. But the fact is - - the rate of defection from the Communist world gives lie to these claims. This is the story of the over fourteen million who have turned their backs on the intolerable. (PNP)

AFIF 153 THE UNIQUE WAR - 25 Min - Color - Story of the fighting man in Vietnam and their special task of helping to build a nation at the grass roots level. (PNP, TV)
AFIF 155 AN ALLIANCE OF NEIGHBORS - THE STORY OF THE U.S. SOUTHERN COMMAND - 30 Min - Reviews the mission and responsibilities of the U.S. Southern Command. It points up the importance of our basis in Latin America to prevent the spread of communism. (PNP)

AFIF 157 THE CONGRESS - 31 Min - A general description and workings of the Congress is given by a tour of the legislative buildings and talks with leaders from the House and Senate. Views of the Armed Services Committees show Congressional participation of National Defense. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 159 GOLD AND YOU - 9 Min - Illustrates the problems of balance of payments and the gold flow and how it relates to the serviceman and his dependents overseas. (PNP)

AFIF 162 THAILAND - WHERE MEN ARE FREE - 20 Min - This film was produced to orient members of the Armed Forces on the modern history, military forces, treaty agreements, economic problems, and geographic areas of Thailand. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 163 THE PRESIDENCY - 28 Min - The office of the Presidency is fully explained and illustrated in this film. The history of this office is traced from its earliest historical beginnings to the present day evolution of Constitutional powers and everyday duties. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 164 THE UNITED STATES STRIKE COMMAND - 20 Min - Color - This film illustrates the use and importance of the U.S. Strike Command in any type of crisis anywhere in the world at any time. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 165 COMMUNISM - 30 Min - In this film there is a complete orientation on the objectives, concepts, strengths and weaknesses of Communism. This film reviews the history for the past 50 years of communism. (PNP)

AFIF 168 WE THE PEOPLE (The Story of Our Federal Government) - 28 Min - A special effort is made in this film to relate the workings of our government to the Service audience. It is designed to illustrate the functions of each branch of the federal government. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 169 OUTLOOK SOUTHEAST ASIA - 20 Min - The nine nations of Southeast Asia are explored historically, graphically and culturally to illustrate the vital importance of their role in the future for world peace. This film has been made to create a basic understanding of future development in this pivotal area. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 171 THE FIRST TUESDAY AFTER THE FIRST MONDAY (Voting) - 20 Min - This film encourages servicemen to exercise their right and responsibility to vote. A colorful history of elections from Washington to modern times is presented to describe the evolution of the electoral process. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 172 KNOW YOUR ENEMY - THE VIET CONG - 20 Min - This film illustrates the Viet Cong tactics and techniques in the vital areas of combat operations, logistics and demolitions and non-military activities. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 174 PACIFIC COMMAND - 30 Min - Color - This film explains the mission of the Commander-in-Chief, Pacific and shows that strategic and tactical military planning and operations must be unified. Overall responsibility in the Pacific is in the hands of the CINCPAC, and under his direct operational command he has some one million men of the Army, Marines, Navy and Air Force. It is the largest U.S. Military Command. (PNP, TV)
AFIF 179 SHIELD OF NATO - 20 Min - This film traces the history of NATO and its role in helping preserve the peace for the community of nations that are party to the NATO pact. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 181 YOUR TOUR IN VIETNAM - 30 Min - Color - This film is designed to acquaint those assigned to duty station in Vietnam something of the nature of the country and its people and the mission of American Forces in that country. (PNP)

AFIF 182 COUNTERINSURGENCY - 30 Min - Color - This film discusses the world wide insurgency of subversive activity and what counter measures can be taken to prevent the further spread of it. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 187 A DAY IN AMERICA - 29 Min - Color - This story shows one day in the life of America from dawn to dusk. It stresses the importance of the everyday man and his role in our country's democracy. (PNP, TV)

AFIF 192 THE CHANGING FACE OF COMMUNISM - EASTERN EUROPE - 25 Min - This film details and documents the relationship between the Soviet Union and the satellite states of Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania and Yugoslavia since the end of World War II. (PNP, TV)

ARMED FORCES MILITARY REPORTS

AFMR 620 MEN WITH WINGS - 14 Min - A report on the 50 years of military aviation ranging from the first flight of the Wright Brothers at Fort Myer to the modern supersonic jets of today's armaments, and the highly coordinated Defense Team made up of the U.S. Army, Air Force and Navy, (PNP, TV)

AFMR 624 WAR AND ADVICE (Vietnam) - 20 Min - Concerns the war in Vietnam and the role of the US Special Forces engaged as observers and in training duties of the Vietnamese troops. (PNP, TV)

AFMR 631 BERLIN DUTY - 12 Min - Explains to American servicemen the special circumstances and responsibilities of military duty in Berlin. (PNP, TV)

AFMR 638 MONTAGNARD - 10 Min - Takes you to the mountains of Vietnam for a first hand glimpse of the mountain people of that area. (PNP)

AFMR 642 THE LINE IS DRAWN - 20 Min - A series of letters written by Captain Spruill, US Army, to his wife while he was on duty as an advisor to the Vietnamese troops. (PNP, TV)

AFMR 649 SERVICE ACADEMIES - 19 Min - Inculcates a deeper appreciation of the service academies, an understanding of admission procedures, realization of the professional competence, leadership abilities and balanced development that the academies foster in the cadets and midshipmen they graduate into the officer ranks. (PNP, TV)

AFMR 663 ALASKAN HERITAGE - 20 Min - This is the story of the history and development of Alaska, with particular focus on the important role of the US Armed Forces in Alaska, past and present. (PNP, TV)
ARMED FORCES SCREEN MAGAZINES

AFSM 550 OLD IRONSIDES - 15 Min - Presents that proudest and best loved symbol of our Naval History as it rides again at anchor in Boston Navy Yard, welcoming an endless stream of visitors. (PNP, TV, TH)

AFSM 552 MATHEW BRADY - 13 Min - Documentary on the work of Mathew Brady, the country's first combat photographer. (PNP, TV, TH)

AFSM 555 THEODORE ROOSEVELT-AMERICAN - 20 Min - In commemoration of the centennial of Theodore Roosevelt's birth, tracing the highlights of his life. (PNP, TV, TH)

AFSM 559 SHIPMENT TO SARATOGA - 14 Min - Arms and supplies shipped by a French company contributed to the success in the Battle of Saratoga in 1777 and helped to win our independence from England. (PNP, TV)

AFSM 567 THE HISTORY OF THE US ARMY UNIFORM - 20 Min - Recounts the history of the United States Army Uniform. (PNP, TV)

AFSM 579 JOHN J. PERSHING - 21 Min - Biography of General John Joseph Pershing, the only military leader in the American history to have held the rank of General of the Armies. (PNP, TV)

AFSM 608 A DAY TO REMEMBER - 18 Min - Observance of Independence Day, July 4th, now and in years gone by. (PNP)

AFSM 618 PHYSICAL FITNESS - 15 Min - Firmly endorsing physical fitness are Bob Hope, Jimmy Brown of the Cleveland Browns, Bud Wilkinson of Oklahoma, and astronaut Alan Shepard, Jr. (PNP, TV)

ARMY INFORMATION FILMS

AIF 1 DEFENSE AGAINST ENEMY PROPAGANDA - 29 Min - Defines enemy propaganda, enunciates its aims, and shows how it is used to influence thought and action. (PNP)

AIF 5 CODE OF CONDUCT - ARTICLE I - OUR HERITAGE - 8 Min - Sets forth the dedicated spirit of the American soldier in the call of duty to defense of his country. (PNP, TV, TH)

AIF 7 CODE OF CONDUCT - ARTICLE III - TO RESIST - 8 Min - Sets forth the principle of "resistance" when captured by the enemy. (PNP, TV, TH)

AIF 8 CODE OF CONDUCT - ARTICLE IV - KEEP FAITH - 9 Min - Sets forth the principle of "keeping faith" with fellow prisoners when captured by the enemy. (PNP, TV, TH)

AIF 9 CODE OF CONDUCT - ARTICLE V - MY RESPONSIBILITIES - 10 Min - Sets forth the "responsibilities of the soldier" to evade harmful interrogation. (PNP, TV, TH)

AIF 10 CODE OF CONDUCT - ARTICLE VI - STAND FIRM - 9 Min - Sets forth the principle of "standing firm" in the trust of God and Country. (PNP, TV, TH)

AIF 11 THE AMERICAN SOLDIER IN COMBAT - 29 Min - The many campaigns that the American Soldier has participated in are portrayed, covering the circumstances leading to it, participation of our fighting men, and the outcome. (PNP, TV, TH)
AIF 12 THE ARMY - DETERRENT TO AGGRESSION - 27 Min - Describes the missions and capabilities of the Army in its role as a deterrent to war. (PNP)

AIF 14 ARMY MISSIONS UNLIMITED - 28 Min - Color - Shows the many important missions performed by the American Soldier in many parts of the world for the defense of freedom; and the Army training and support activities to help him. (PNP, TV)

AIF 15 THE AIRMObILE DIVISION - 29 Min - Describes the history, organization, and capabilities of the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile). (PNP, TV, TH)

COMBAT BULLETINS

CB 1 Combat shots, Pacific and Italian theaters. 13 Min (PNP)

CB 2 Bridging the Volturne River, Italy - Landings in the South Pacific Area - Hawaiian Training branch - Invasion of Cape Gloucester. 14 Min (PNP)

CB 3 Building Pillbox in Italy - Battlefield concealment - Operations at Los Negros - Embarkation of Anzio - Capodienino Airfield in Italy. 20 Min (PNP)

CB 4 The battle for Cassino - Japanese and jungle - Tanks and Infantry face enemy fire. 19 Min (PNP)

CB 5 Stop that Tank - Rear area in India - Something new has been added - Various Special devices - South Pacific - Bazooka - Quadruple power - Land mine problem - The B-29, Modern Day Specialist. 16 Min (PNP)

CB 6 Beachhead operations - A Day on a European beachhead. 23 Min (PNP)

CB 17 Invasion of southern France - Operations in northern France - Operations in Burma - Japanese attack US Task Force. 38 Min (PNP)

CB 19 Expansion of beachhead in southern France - Activities in Ledo and Burma Roads - Activities at Leghorn - Operations in Northern France. 21 Min (PNP)

CB 21 Progress in southern France - Activities in Italy - Bridge over Salween River - Cleanup Aitape, New Guinea - North France and Belgium - American 1st and 3d Armies. 20 Min (PNP)

CB 22 Yanks in Germany - American 3d and 7th Armies meet - British take Antwerp - Buzz Bombs halted, Germans give up - Airborne Army takeoff. 26 Min (PNP)

CB 23 Boring into Siegfried Line - Rhine bridge seized - Battle for Lorraine - Gothic Line cracked - Pacific war steps up - Canadians clearing channel. 26 Min (PNP)

CB 24 Channel coast activities - Ordnance repairs - German frontier operations - Airborne operations - Toulon Harbor installation - Invasion of Palau Islands. 20 Min (PNP)

CB 25 Evacuation of Kweilin - Supply for American 1st Army - Allies near Po Valley - Americans rebuild Japanese base - Invasion of Anguar. 25 Min (PNP)

CB 27 Clean-up on Peleliu and Anguar - Activities in ETO - More Brazilian troops reach Italian front - Preparations for Philippine invasion - Landings on Leyte. 28 Min (PNP)
CB 28 Activities in ETO - Battle of the Netherlands - Glider pickup at Eindahaven - Air Force fighter kills - Liberation of Greece - Activities in Burma - General Seagrave's field hospital unit - The U.S. Navy presents - Battle of the Philippines. 19 Min (PNP)

CB 29 Activities in ETO - Battle of the Netherlands - Testing German ammunition - Utilization of local industries - Artillery supplies a trapped battalion - Winter shoes for tanks - Demolition of roadblocks - Weasel M29-C - Additional films of Palau operations. 22 Min (PNP)

CB 30 Activities in ETO - RAF sinks Tirpitz - Frontline steel production - Bombed Belgian rail network - Rain and snow slow allied armies - Burma operations - Activities in Philippines. 21 Min (PNP)

CB 31 Personnel pick-up tests at Wright Field - Wine barrel revetment - Eight Air Force fighter kills - remote control tank - Opening of Big Push - Huertgen Forest - Aachen area. 15 Min (PNP)

CB 32 Activities in ETO - American 1st & 9th Armies drive closer to Roer River - Holland Front - British introduce a new mine detector - Belfort and Mulhouse fall to French units - Sharpshooting course for jungle fighters - Italian front - Russian film showing fighting in Warsaw suburbs - B-29's attack Tokyo - Carrier planes attack Manila. 21 Min (PNP)

CB 33 School for Jungle Life - Activities in ETO - American 1st & 9th Armies drive forward on Aachen Front - To the South, US and French troops of the 6th Army press forward before the Rhine Plain - Island Ice Box - Advance toward Ormoc Road - Carrier strikes in Ormoc and Manila Bays. 18 Min (PNP)

CB 34 Activities in ETO - Ninth Army Front - Port of Antwerp - Fighter kills - Malaria - Control in Corsica - B-29 Crash in China - Japanese phosphorous bombs - Capture of Bhamo, Burma Road Link. 16 Min (PNP)

CB 35 Japanese raid Saipan B29 Base - GI's get whole blood from homefront - "Black Widow" and "Jato" - Activities in Burma, China and ETO. 23 Min (PNP)

CB 36 Operations in Philippine Islands - Ormoc landing - Troops land on Mindoro - Mediterranean area - German work mobilization - ETO - German Offensive. 23 Min (PNP)

CB 37 Activities on Leyte and Mindoro - Air Ferry Route to Siberia - Advance in Burma - Nazi version of action in East - Activities in ETO. 24 Min (PNP)

CB 38 Admiral Nimitz speaks on Pearl Harbor Anniversary - MARSH Task Force on Tonkwa - XC-97 Cargo Transport - Nazis driven from Greenland Coast - Winter on the Italian Front - Trench Foot problems at the Front - Allies counter in Battle of the Bulge. 21 Min (PNP)

CB 39 Island Airport to Axis waters - Experimental Activities of AAF - Ledo - Burma Road - Field problems on Western Front - M24 Light Tank - Modifications of M4 Tank - Single plane Borneo attack. 15 Min (PNP)

CB 40 Attack on Manila Harbor - First landing on Luzon - Action on Western Front - Alsace Front - Bomb damage viewed at captured oil plant - Sumatra oil refineries bombed - Parades and molitions on NE Celebes. 20 Min (PNP)

CB 41 Bombing of Manila Airfields - British take Akyab - Opening of Ledo Road - Carrier force strikes Formosa - Italian Front - Activities in ETO - Frontline shower bath - Bombing of Berlin. 26 Min (PNP)
CB 42 Meeting of Allied leaders - Nazi shipping attacked along Norwegian Coast - New aircrew oxygen bottle - Activities in ETO and Burma - Bailey Assault Bridge - Army-Navy planes hit Japanese installations - Operations in the Philippines. 31 Min (PNP)

CB 43 Activities in ETO - Trays from scrap metal - DDT spray for Jungle - Capture of Ramree - Modern plant services allied aircraft - Stilwell Road convoy reaches Kau.ming - Luzon Operations. 23 Min (PNP)

CB 45 Action of Iwo Jima - Radio Luxembourg - Activities in ETO - Roosevelt Meeting - Activities in Philippines - Manila - Corregidor and Mariveles. 30 Min (PNP)

CB 47 Tokyo strikes - Activities on Iwo Jima - Cleanup on Corregidor - China supply problems - Jungle Shelters - T-26 Tank - Additional films on Rhine offensive. 27 Min (PNP)

CB 48 Air support on Western Front - Shangri-La Activities in ETO - British Jet Plane - M69 Incendiary Bomb - Capture of Lashio and Mandalay - Second airfield taken on Iwo Jima - Ryukyus attack. 31 Min (PNP)

CB 49 Additional film on Iwo Jima - Invasion of Panay Island in Philippines - Aerial supply on Leyte - B-32 Dominator - War dogs - Defenders of Bastogne. 25 Min (PNP)

CB 50 Ryukyus operations - Activities in Burma - P-80 Shooting Star - Fifth Army Ordnance Pool - US Forces drive deeper into Germany. 29 Min (PNP)

CB 55 Additional surrender films - General Richardson makes VE Day statement - Fall of Rangoon - Iwo Jima base for Tokyo attacks - Captured Japanese weapons - USS Franklin. 29 Min (PNP)

CB 56 Activities in ETO - Paper War - 57MM recoilless rifle - Invasion of Tarakan - Japanese suicide bomb - Capture of Baguio. 29 Min (PNP)

CB 58 Activities in ETO - Gloating Bridge M4 - Activities in Philippines - Sopac University - Post-war Jeep - Allied prisoners freed in Rangoon - Shuri Line on Okinawa. 26 Min (PNP)

CB 59 Operation "Pluto" - Allied control council for Germany - New Helicopters - Carbine M2 - Activities in Philippines - Ledo Road supply base - Additional films on Shuri Line - Expand Marianas Air Bases. 26 Min (PNP)

CB 60 Activities in ETO - LVT's for beachhead operations - Wire laying by airplane - Activities of 6th Army Groups - Service School in Pacific - Transportation difficulties on Okinawa - F7F Tigercat. 20 Min (PNP)

CB 61 Operation "Fido" - Activities in ETO - Russian one-man carry - M40 and T89 motor carriages - Borneo invasions - Action on northern Luzon - Okinawa - Naval operations off Okinawa - Kobe strike. 27 Min (PNP)

CB 62 Redeployment operations - Activities in ETO - Cavitizing shells for V-T fuzes - Okinawa - Japanese attacks on fleet. 21 Min (PNP)

CB 63 British flame defenses - Revolt in Prague - Redeployment - New QM units use Suicide attach leaded gas on destroyer - 11th Airborne cuts Japanese escape route - PT boats fire Japanese oil. 21 Min (PNP)
CB 64 Former President Truman arrives at Berlin conference - Demonstration of latest Signal Corps equipment - Recapture of Liuchow - Aguni invasion - Balikpapan invasion - Typhoon hits fleet. 19 Min (PNP)

CB 65 Big Three Conference in session - Additional films of Balikpapan invasion - Activities on Okinawa - Reunion on Okinawa - "Little David" - 914mm Mortar. 17 Min (PNP)

CB 66 Activities in China - Service troops arrive in Manila - Japanese anti-submarine mortar - Third fleet shells Japan - Sinking of HMS Barham - Army nurses arrive in Hawaii. 13 Min (PNP)

CB 101 Korea, 10 July through 10 August 1950 - Battle for time - Logistics and combat operations of air, sea and ground forces of UN. 29 Min (PNP, TV, TH)

CB 102 Korea, 10 August through 10 September 1950 - Turning the tide - Combat footage of attack and counterattack on ground - Tactical and strategic UN air support - Marines spearhead amphibious landing on Wolmi Island - UN forces capture Inchon and push to outskirts of Seoul - UN forces hold Pusan beachhead and push Red aggressors back. 22 Min (PNP, TV, TH)

CB 103 Korea, 20 September through 20 October 1950 - UN offensive - Maps show changing situation. 21 Min (PNP)

CB 104 Korea, 20 October through 20 November 1950 - Chinese Communists enter war - Speed of UN medical treatment through evacuation of wounded by air - Field demonstrations at Aberdeen (Maryland) Proving Ground - Rough winter weather impedes Navy - Air Force tests on new Fairchild XC-120 pack airplane - Demonstrations of US Winter Uniforms. 21 Min (PNP, TV, TH)

CB 105 Korea, 20 November through 20 December 1950 - UN forces escape trap - Third division fighting principal holding action - Tenth Corps evacuated by sea from Hungnam - Evacuation of troops, supplies, equipment and civilians in face of advancing Chinese Reds - Largest amphibious evacuation in military history. Airdrop of supplies - Air evacuation of casualties, destruction of abandoned supplies - Interrogation of Chinese prisoners. 16 Min (PNP, TV, TH)

CB 106 Korea, 20 December 1950 through 20 January 1951 - UN ground forces evacuated from Hungnam aided by naval protective fire - Warehouses, building, and harbor facilities destroyed - Evacuation of Seoul - Redeployment of 8th Army - Withdrawal across Han River - Flight of civilian refugees - UN troops digging in near Suwon - Fighter bombers of UN Air Force inflicting damage on enemy. 20 Min (PNP, TV, TH)

CB 107 Korea, 20 January through 20 February 1951 - UN troops capture Suwon and move on to Han River - Digging out enemy in hills - Troops of 25th division reach outskirts of Seoul on 10 February - Red resistance stiffens on central front indicating counterattack - Red positions blasted by massed firepower of tanks and artillery - Flying boxcars deliver supplies by parachute at Wonju - Dislodging of enemy on hill 534 - Operation Killer pushes northward following failure of Red breakthrough attempt. 17 Min (PNP, TV, TH)

CB 108 Operation Killer, continues against weakening enemy resistance - C-119's supplying frontline units by air - UN Air Force continues around-the-clock bombing and strafing of enemy - Troops of 24th Division carrying battle to enemy - Near 38th Parallel, 7th Division reconnaissance patrol strikes northward. 18 Min (PNP, TV, TH)
CB 109 Korea, 20 March through 20 April 1951 - Paratroopers of 187th Airborne regimental combat team land near Munsan during operation Tomahawk - 24th Division advances in face of stiff resistance at 38th Parallel - ROK Division crosses Imjin River with US fire support - Official activities of SHAPE Headquarters - Tank-Infantry team executes a reconnaissance in force across 38th Parallel - Reconnaissance tank mission against communist snipers. 19 Min (PNP, TV, TH)

CB 110 Korea, 20 April through 20 May 1951 - Red spring offensive stalled - UN forces withdraw across Imjin River and through Uijongbu to set up major defenses along Lincoln Line above Seoul - Tank-Infantry team deflects Chinese columns as UN planes blast enemy concentrations north of Seoul - "Human Sea" tactics of enemy concentrations north of Seoul prove costly against superior UN firepower. 15 Min (PNP, TV, TH)

CB 111 Korea, 20 May through 20 June 1951 - Allied units push north as tide of battle turns - Infantry units receive close support from F-51 fighters in smashing enemy hill position - Mud hampers advance of UN forces necessitating airlift delivery of supplies to front. 17 Min (PNP, TV, TH)

CB 112 Korea, 20 June through 20 July 1951 - Cease-fire talks - Reds stop UN correspondents from entering conference area - GEN Ridgway discontinues talks until enemy agrees to neutralize Kaesong area - Resumption of talks. 18 Min (PNP)

CB 113 Korea, July 20 through 20 August 1951 - Infantry patrol in probing action in northeast of Inje - UN communications team installs VHF station as link in radio network - North of Yanggu US Infantry men attack hill 1179, supported by self-propelled 155mm guns and heavy mortars - Following capture of objective, units reorganize, receive ammunition, and other supplies by airdrop - Return of refugees to Seoul - Retrieval of mine disabled tank - Cease-fire negotiations at Kaesong. 18 Min (PNP, TV)

COMBAT HISTORICAL REPORTS

CHR-A-5 BOUGAINVILLE - 9 Min - Covers the landing operations and subsequent capture of Bougainville in 1943 by American Forces. (PNP)

CHR -A-8 THE ADMIRALTY ISLANDS - 16 Min - Covers the landings in February 1944, and subsequent capture of the Admiralty Islands north of New Guinea by the 1st Cavalry Division. (PNP, TV, TH)

CHR-A-11 THE BATTLE OF LEYTE - 26 Min - Covers the battle of Leyte Island, and the return of General MacArthur to the Philippines. (PNP,TV,TH)

CHR-B-15 D-DAY CONVOY - 19 Min - A postwar recapitulation in the form of a historical report on the activities of American troops just prior to and including D-Day. (PNP, TV, TH)

CHR-B-29 AMERICAN NINTH ARMY-AACHEN TO THE ROER RIVER - 31 Min - A recapitulation of the activities of the Ninth Army from Aachen to the Roer River. (PNP)

CHR-B-30 AMERICAN FIRST ARMY-AACHEN TO THE ROER RIVER - 28 Min - The city of Aachen, Germany, was taken by the First Army on 21 October 1944. The story of the advance from Aachen to the Roer River - the story of hard, grueling fighting against a desperate, firmly entrenched enemy. (PNP, TV, TH)
CHR-C-1 CAMPAIGN IN SICILY - 20 Min - In July 1943, three thousand ships carrying the 15 Army Group, which consisted of the American 7th Army and the British 8th Army, invaded Sicily. (PNP)

CHR-C-2 SICILY TO NAPLES - 13 Min - In the spring of 1943, Italy surrendered, but the invasion came off as scheduled, a three-pronged thrust into the "boot" section of Italy. Subsequent fighting as far as Naples is shown. (PNP)

CHR-C-3 NAPLES TO CASSINO - 26 Min - Contains excellent combat footage of some of the hardest fighting of the war, including action around the Volturno River, San Pietro and Cassino. (PNP, TV, TH)

CHR-C-8 INVASION OF SOUTHERN FRANCE - 22 Min - The invasion of Southern France by the newly formed 7th Army, and the subsequent junction with the American 3d Army in the north of France. (PNP)

CHR-E-7 CHINA-BURMA-INDIA MILITARY PIPELINE SYSTEM - 23 Min - A complete picturization of every aspect of the huge task of American troops building a pipeline under extremely hazardous conditions. (PNP)

COMBAT MISCELLANEOUS FILMS

CMF 7-1297 SIXTH INFANTRY DIVISION - 20 Min - In operation of Maffin Bay, bloodiest 10 days in the New Guinea campaign. (PNP, TV)

CMF 9-1286 DEFENSE AT ANTWERP AGAINST THE V-1 - 21 Min - Antwerp from the time of its capture by Nazis to its liberation by allied forces, subsequent battering by the V-1 bomb. (PNP)

CMF 11-1001 AT THE FRONT IN NORTH AFRICA - 79 Min - History of the African campaign, WW II - Story of a tank convoy from the day it lands until it engages the Nazis - African scenery - Arabs and natives in coastal cities. (PNP)

CMF 17-7864 HELL ON WHEELS - 17 Min - Historical record of the combat activities of the 2d Armored Division during WW II. (PNP, TV, TH)

CMF 40-1041 ATTACK-THE BATTLE FOR NEW BRITAIN - 47 Min - Attacks on Arawae and Cape Gloucester on New Britain, from plan of attack to final victory. (PNP)

CMF 40-7884 UNITED NATIONS CAMPAIGN IN NORTHEAST KOREA - 25 Min - Relating progress of UN forces after their liberation of Seoul, amphibious landings at Wonsan and Iwon, capture of Pyongyang, and abandonment of Hungnam, largest amphibious evacuation in military history, completed on Christmas Eve, 1950. (PNP, TV)

CMF 45-1278 HELL ON LEATHER - 10 Min - History of the 1st Cavalry Division and hardships of jungle fighting. (PNP, TV)

CMF 45-1279 THE FIGHTING FIRST - 13 Min - The 1st Infantry Division's eight campaigns and three invasions during World War II. Combat operations during these engagements. (PNP, TV)

CMF 45-1426 THE 82D AIRBORNE DIVISION - 21 Min - History of 82d Airborne Division from WW I to and including WW II, with scenes from Sicily, Salerno, Anzio, Normandy, Holland and the Battle of the Bulge. (PNP, TV)
CFM 45-7533 SEVENTH INFANTRY DIVISION - 23 Min - History of four major campaigns fought by 7th Infantry Division: Attu, Leyte, Kwajalein, and Okinawa. Early training in California and occupation duties in Korea. (PNP, TV, TH)

CFM 45-7705 THE FAMOUS THIRD ARMY - 22 Min - GEN Patton's 3d Army advance into the heart of Germany: Strategy, tactics, air & logistics support. (PNP, TV, TH)

CFM 45-7761 THE FIRST FORTY DAYS - 26 Min - Combat footage of first 40 days in Korea. (PNP, TV)

CFM 45-7814 THE 83D INFANTRY DIVISION IN EUROPE - 20 Min - Omaha Beach landing, relieving 101st Airborne, fighting through hedgerows of Normandy, taking St. Malo, surrender of 20,000 Germans in Loire Valley, Battle of the Bulge, hurling back enemy in the Ardennes, drive of Elbe River. (PNP)

CFM 130-7553 WINGED VICTORY ON FOOT - 14 Min - History of the 43d (Winged Victory) Infantry Division from activation in 1941 - Arrival in the Pacific in 1942 - Three years of active combat. (PNP, TV)

CFM 130-7554 29-LET'S GO - 29TH INFANTRY DIVISION - 30 Min - History of 29th (Blue & Gray) Infantry Division - From training camp to Germany - Amphibious maneuvers in England - battle at Normandy, Saint-Lo, Brest and Germany. (PNP, TV, TH)

CFM 130-7555 THE RED BULL ATTACKS-34TH INFANTRY DIVISION - 21 Min - History of 34th Infantry Division traced back to Minnesota. Volunteers of Civil War days, record on the battle fields in WW I and II. (PNP, TV, TH)

CFM 130-7585 WORK HORSE OF THE WESTERN FRONT-THE 30TH INFANTRY DIVISION - 18 Min - Combat activities of "Old Hickory" National Guard Division in WW I & II in the European Theater of Operations. (PNP)

CFM 130-7722 THE VICTORY DIVISION-24TH INFANTRY DIVISION - 18 Min - Activities and accomplishments of 24th Infantry Division against Japan in WW II. (PNP)

CFM 130-7723 THE BIG WHEEL-35TH INFANTRY DIVISION - 17 Min - History of the 35th Infantry Division. (PNP, TV, TH)

CFM 130-7730 THE SUNSET DIVISION-41ST INFANTRY DIVISION - 13 Min - History and documentary coverage of its activities in the Pacific during WW II. (PNP, TV, TH)

CFM 130-7872 TWENTY-SIXTH INFANTRY DIVISION - 16 Min - A detailed account is shown of all the activities of the Yankee Division, from the time it left the United States (Aug 44) through the end of the European campaign. (PNP, TV, TH)

CFM 130-7929 27TH INFANTRY DIVISION - 20 Min - New York's own, the 27th Infantry Division from its inception in 1776 through WW II. (PNP, TV, TH)

CFM 130-7930 32D INFANTRY DIVISION - 18 Min - The Red Arrow Division (Wisconsin National Guard) through the Civil War, Spanish-American War, Mexican Border Campaign, WW I & WW II. (PNP, TV, TH)

CFM 130-7931 36TH INFANTRY DIVISION - 21 Min - The 36th Infantry Division formed in 1917 from Oklahoma and Texas National Guard units. Record of valor in World War's I & II. (PNP, TV, TH)
CAMPAIGN REPORTS

CR 2  BATTLE OF SAN PIETRO - 33 Min  - Gruesome battle scenes and the hardships of the Fifth US Army in taking San Pietro.  (PNP, TH)

CR 3  THE STILLWELL ROAD - 52 Min  - Documentary record of the Burma Campaign, from the time of the American defeat to American victory.  (PNP)

CIVIL DEFENSE

DOD CD 3-120  MISSION FALLOUT - 45 Min  - Shot at the Nevada Test Site during the 1957 Operation Plumbob series, describing in detail the training program for ground and aerial radiological defense monitors which was conducted as a part of the test program.  (Official Civil Defense training and education use only)

DOD CD 3-210  NUCLEAR WEAPONS EFFECTS FOR MONITOR TRAINING - 10 Min  - Discusses blast and thermal effects of nuclear explosions with emphasis on radioactive fallout.  Fallout characteristics are described, including effects of radiation exposure on people.  (Official Civil Defense training & education use only)

DOD CD 3-220  ABOUT FALLOUT - 24 Min  - Presents all significant facts on radiation and fallout clearly and interestingly.  (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 3-246  PROTECTION AGAINST NUCLEAR RADIATION - 8 Min  - An explanation of the effects of radiation and how to reduce the hazards of exposure through proper protection.  (Official Civil Defense training and education use only)

DOD CD 3-256  BRIEFLY ABOUT FALLOUT - 8 Min  - This film discusses the characteristics, effects, and defense against nuclear fallout.  (PNP,TV,TH)

DOD CD 5-214  FALLOUT SHELTER--WHAT IS IT? - 13 Min  - Explains what constitutes adequate protection from radioactive fallout, and shows how various types of buildings and other structures can be used as fallout shelters.  (Official Civil Defense training & education use only)

DOD CD 5-235  THE PROTECTED SCHOOL - 6 Min  - Story of the "The Protected School" built in Webb County, Texas.  (PNP, TV)

DOD CD 5-242  THE A PLUS SCHOOL - 7 Min  - Aimed at the civic minded citizens, school board members, and parents of local communities.  It shows the use of the "slanting technique" to design above ground fallout shelter into schools.  (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 5-253  MANUAL DAMAGE ASSESSMENT - 16 Min  - This film, aimed at local Government emergency organizations, describes the application, essentials, and techniques of manual damage assessment to define the remaining human and material resources in a given area after a nuclear attack.  (Official Civil Defense training and education only)

DOD CD 5-258  ONCE TO MAKE READY - 9 Min  - The goals and fundamentals of community shelter planning are outlined in this film.  (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 5-259  SLANTING - 9 Min  - This film discusses the architectural "slanting" of buildings to achieve radiation shielding with little-or-no-additional cost.  An example is given.  (PNP, TV)
DOD CD 5-271  ARCHITECTURE AND THE ATOM - 25 Min - Features the eight prize winning entries in a recent nation-wide honor awards program for buildings combining excellence of architectural design with the protection of built-in fallout shelter. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 8-216  THREE REACTIONS TO SHELTER LIFE - 30 Min - Psychological reactions of aggression, regression and depression are portrayed to show how some people may react to stress of shelter life. (Civil Defense Shelter Training only)

DOD CD 11-215  INFORMATION PROGRAM WITHIN PUBLIC SHELTERS - 13 Min - Describes the requirement for adequate dissemination of information within the public shelters during an emergency, and shows how the shelter manager and his staff can provide helpful information to shelter occupants. (Civil Defense Shelter Training Only)

DOD CD 20-104  TRAPPED - 20 Min - This rescue film with English narration is an adaptation of a motion picture made available through the courtesy of the Government of Sweden. (Official Civil Defense and Professionally Interested Groups only)

DOD CD 20-209  SAFETY MEASURES IN PUBLIC SHELTERS - 10 Min - Outlines measures to be taken by the shelter manager and his safety team to assure the safety of all shelter occupants. (Civil Defense Shelter Training Only)

DOD CD 20-217  PUBLIC SHELTER LIVING - THE STORY OF SHELTER 104 - 30 Min - This is a realistic, dramatic portrayal of life in a public shelter during an emergency, as viewed through the eyes of a young girl occupant. (Civil Defense Shelter Training Only)

DOD CD 20-222  TOWN OF THE TIMES - 26 Min - Color - Story of a typical American town which came to realize that it had not faced the vital issue of the times - Civil Defense. One day, community apathy gives way to divergent opinions over the value of constructing fallout shelters in the schools. (PNP, TV, TH)

*DOD CD 20-223  ONE WEEK IN OCTOBER - 29 Min - Story of the Cuban crisis; the civil and military buildup during the most critical period of our country's history. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 20-224  LOCAL CIVIL DEFENSE - 16 Min - Describes the objectives and considerations involved in local Civil Defense planning and operations. (Civil Defense and Professionally Interested Groups)

DOD CD 20-225  DAY WITHOUT END - DUTIES OF A CIVIL DEFENSE DIRECTOR - 18 Min - A day in life of CD Director, dramatizing variety of duties that must be performed to plan and manage Civil Defense effectively. (Civil Defense and Professionally Interested Groups.)

DOD CD 20-227  INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY ACTIONS ON WARNING - 18 Min - Color - A representative American family discusses the need for survival plans in the event of a nuclear attack. (Civil Defense and Professionally Interested Groups)

*DOD CD 20-232  OPERATION CUE (Revised 1964) - 14 Min - Color - Points out the contrast between the Nevada test in 1955 and present nuclear devices, continues as a documentary report on the Operation Cue exercise of 1955 as told from the viewpoint of a newspaperwoman who was invited as an observer. (PNP, TV)
DOD CD 20-237 MUTUAL AID-THE 'US' IN INDUSTRY - 25 Min - Color - Describes the Linden, NJ Industrial Mutual Aid Council, composed of 11 industrial companies in that community. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 20-238 THOUGH THE EARTH BE MOVED - 45 Min - Story of the 1964 Alaskan earthquake and the three days of crisis that followed. Contains actual footage of the earthquake. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 20-239 THE FACE OF DISASTER - 10 Min - Highlights some of our recent or major disasters - the great Alaskan Quake of 64, the floods of 65, the devastations wrought on Palm Sunday when 37 tornadoes boiled through the middlewest. (PNP, TV)

DOD CD 20-240 CIVIL DEFENSE PUBLIC INFORMATION (Training) - 15 Min - Color - This film illustrates the techniques used in distributing public information for Civil Defense. (Civil Defense Only)

DOD CD 20-243 MEMORANDUM TO INDUSTRY - 34 Min - Color - Industry's role in the National Civil Defense Program. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 20-248 EMERGENCY OPERATING CENTERS - THE BASIC CONCEPTS - 23 Min - Color - The fundamentals for setting up an Emergency Operating Center at the local Government level is depicted in this film. An outline for procedure for same is discussed. (Official Civil Defense Only)

DOD CD 20-250 THE FIVE DAYS OF BETSY - 12 Min - Story of the havoc wrought by Hurricane Betsy as it hit the Florida and Louisiana mainland; and the efforts of Civil Defense, the military services, Government and private welfare agencies in assisting the people during this great disaster. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 20-251 A HURRICANE CALLED BETSY - 29 Min - The fury and devastation of "Hurricane Betsy" in late summer of 65; and of the coordinated efforts of Civil Defense, government, military and volunteer welfare agencies during the great disaster. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 20-252 INTRODUCTION TO A RADEF EXERCISE - 6 Min - Portrays the actions of an RADEF Officer when notified of an impending national peril and possible state of emergency. (Official Civil Defense Only)

DOD CD 20-268 IT HAPPENED IN TEXAS (Hurricane Beulah '67) - 9 Min - Color - Rescue and relief efforts which took place in Southern Texas after Hurricane Beulah in 1967 are highlighted in this film. (PNP, TV)

DOD CD 20-269 A DAY IN SEPTEMBER - .28 Min - Color - This film depicts civil defense preparations made in given Federal facilities across the nation. It shows how local and government authorities cooperate in these preparations. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 20-270 A BRIEFING ON CIVIL DEFENSE - 27 Min - Color - A Civil Defense representative is depicted in a TV studio being interviewed. His presentation, with illustrations, brings out the significant facts about radiological fallout, the fallout program, and the national Civil Defense program. (Official Civil Defense only)

DOD CD 20-272 IN TIME OF EMERGENCY - 26 Min - Color - Highlights the basic lifesaving information every American needs to prepare for a nuclear emergency: facts about fallout, types of public and private shelters, how to construct a shelter, emergency supplies, sanitation measures and action to be taken if caught in the open. (PNP, TV, TH)
DOD CD 20-274 A LADY CALLED CAMILLE - 29 Min - Color - Hurricane Camille, in August 1969, left a trail of destruction across Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Virginia. This documentary relates the warning and evacuation efforts that saved thousands of lives before the hurricane hit, and the rescue and cleaning operations by Civil Defense, military personnel, and volunteers. (PNP, TV)

DOD CD 22-208 PUBLIC SHELTER ORGANIZATION & STAFF - 16 Min - Shows how an efficient shelter staff under good leadership can be organized and directed to carry out the functions required for effective shelter management. (Official Civil Defense only)

DOD CD 22-218 PLANNING FOR PUBLIC SHELTER ENTRY - 17 Min - Shows how the shelter manager and his staff should plan ahead and prepare to supervise the entry of occupants into the shelter during an emergency. (Civil Defense Shelter Training only)

DOD CD 22-219 PLANNING FOR EMERGENCE FROM PUBLIC SHELTERS - 10 Min - Shows how a shelter manager goes about planning and controlling emergence from the public shelter. (Civil Defense Shelter Training only)

DOD CD 30-255 DISPLAY OF OPERATIONAL DATA - 20 Min - Color - An exercise at an Emergency Operating Center (EOC) following a simulated nuclear attack is depicted to show how operational data is collected, recorded and displayed to aid officials in making command decisions. (For use in approved Civil Defense courses for training purposes only)

DOD CD 38-203 COMMUNITY PROTECTION THROUGH CIVIL DEFENSE - 16 Min - Describes how the city of Jacksonville, Florida, Duval County, carried out the first stage of the Civil Defense Shelter Program. (Civil Defense only)

DOD CD 38-204 PUBLIC SHELTER SUPPLIES: WHAT ADDITIONAL SUPPLIES ARE DESIRABLE? - 13 Min - Suggests items that local authorities may wish to place in shelters to supplement the minimum supplies provided by the Federal Government. (Civil Defense only)

DOD CD 38-213 PUBLIC SHELTER SUPPLIES: WHAT DOES THE GOVERNMENT SUPPLY? - 13 Min - Shows the shelter supplies furnished by the Federal Government (food, water containers, sanitation kit, medical kit). (Civil Defense only)

DOD CD 38-273 QUALITY CHECK PROGRAM - SHELTER SUPPLIES - 11 Min - Color - Describes how Veterinary Services personnel, working in close coordination with local civil defense authorities, perform periodic inspections to evaluate the quality of the five classes of shelter supplies. (PNP)

DOD CD 55-257 PORT PREPAREDNESS - 23 Min - Color - The necessity and requirements for port preparedness in the event of natural or manmade disaster are defined in this film. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD CD 55-275 TRANSPORTATION'S ROLE IN DISASTER - 15 Min - Color - The contribution of the National Defense Transportation Association to the work of other volunteer agencies in time of disaster is described. (PNP, TV, TH)

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DOD IS 1 THE CASE OF COMRADE T - 23 Min - Experiences of a Communist Agent in several industrial plants. Stress on awareness of security by individual worker. (PNP, TV, TH)
DOD IS 2 MEMORANDUM ON SECURITY – 9 Min – Aimed at scientific and engineering personnel working on critical research projects for the Department of Defense. (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD IS 3 THE HOLLOW COIN – 15 Min – Documents, capture, and trial of Soviet spy, COL Rudolf I. Abel; objectives of Department of Defense Security Program and role of individual worker to effect security. (PNP, TH)

DOD IS 4 THE DAILY ENEMY – 14 Min – Shows how loyal personnel working on classified Defense contracts can jeopardize security by playing into the hand of "The Daily Enemy". (PNP, TV, TH)

DOD IS 5 THE SECURITY MAN – 17 Min – Designed to develop increased security awareness among employees working on classified government contracts. (PNP)


DOD IS 7 THE ENEMY AGENT AND YOU – 25 Min – Aimed at business, industrial and technical people engaged in defense work, reveals the techniques and devices used by professional enemy agents to obtain security information. (Professional Groups – Defense Contractors)


DOD IS 9 THE SMILE AND THE SWORD – 22 Min – An industrial security film aimed at pointing up the dangers of being placed in a potentially dangerous position for compromising national security. (Professional Groups – Defense Contractors)

DOD IS 10 DEFENSE AGAINST THE SPY – 20 Min – This film was made especially for individuals employed Civil Defense Contracts and other personnel who may have access to security information. It points up the dangers and counter measure that can be taken against espionage. (Professional Groups – Defense Contractors)

DOD IS 11 COMBINATION FOR SECURITY – 32 Min – Color – The value of proper security classification management in industries concerned with Federal contracts is demonstrated, showing that time and money can be saved by analyzing the classification document, DD 254. (PNP)

FILM BULLETIN

FB 5-133 HAND-PLACED CHARGES AGAINST BEACH AND UNDERWATER OBSTACLES – 19 Min – Placing demolition blocks M2, M4, M3 and bangalore torpedo, types of beach and underwater obstacles, and functioning of concussion detonator. (PNP, TV)

FB 5-185 THE BAILEY BRIDGE IN COMBAT – 13 Min – Use of bridge in keeping supplies and equipment moving toward the front. (PNP)

FB 5-192 FIXED BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR IN THE CBI – 12 Min – Building and repairing fixed bridges in CBI theater. (PNP)
FB 7-16 INVASION OF CRETE BY THE GERMAN ARMY - 11 Min - German film shows preparations for invasion of Crete by air, first part of attack June 1941. (PNP)

FB 7-273 INFANTRY WEAPONS AND THEIR EFFECTS - US PISTOL CAL. 45, SUBMACHINE GUN CAL. 45, US CARBINE CAL. 30 - 8 Min - Color - This film covers the various capabilities of the above weapons. (PNP, TV, TH)

FB 9-197 VT BOMB AND ROCKET FUZES - 25 Min - Details concerning VT Bomb and Rocket fuzes. (PNP)

FB 9-221 ARCTIC ENGINE OIL - 7 Min - Development and testing of new arctic engine oil at Fort Churchill, Canada, lubrication schedule. (PNP)

FB 9-238 ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND - 17 Min - Developing efficient weapons for US military needs. Functions and operations of the Ballistics Research Laboratory, development and proof services, the Ordnance School, the Ordnance Board, and Aberdeen Ordnance Depot. (PNP, TV, TH)

FB 10-220 CONSTRUCTION OF ARCTIC IGLOO - 10 Min - Construction of snowhouse; three-man igloo constructed in three hours, advantages of an igloo over a tent are also shown. (PNP)

FB 19-152 COMBAT FIRING WITH HAND GUNS - 17 Min - Correct grips, three basic firing positions and firing quickly and instinctively. (PNP)

FB 19-193 EVACUATION OF CIVILIANS - 15 Min - Combat footage taken in ETO. Keeping civilians from roads in combat areas so traffic lanes can be kept open for troop and supply movements. (PNP, TV, TH)

FB 19-246 HASTY SIGN MAKING - 19 Min - Hasty sign making is a temporary expedient used in the field by military police personnel when permanent engineer signs are not available. This film explains and demonstrates the use of the Sign Reproduction Kit #1, silk screen process. The film closes with an explanation of the technique used for cleaning the equipment after the sign has been made. (PNP, TV, TH)

FB 19-256 MP HIGHWAY PATROL IN GERMANY - 19 Min - Demonstrating the control that military police have over traffic on the Autobahn in Germany. Duties of military police highway patrols include traffic patrols, services and assistance to military and civilian population, law enforcement and first aid. (PNP, TV, TH)

FB 19-287 THE MILITARY POLICE STORY - 33 Min - Depicts the training, duties and responsibilities of the Military Police Corps. At Camp Gordon, Georgia, MP trainees are given intensive training in the basic infantry skill, followed by expert instruction in military policing techniques. (PNP, TV, TH)

FB 55-232 SUMMER MOVEMENTS IN THE ARCTIC - 15 Min - Terrain features of arctic and subarctic regions. Difficulties of moving men and supplies, problems of movement, camping and survival in Arctic. (PNP, TV, TH)

FB 55-236 CYCLOIDAL AND HYDRAULIC JET PROPULSION - 11 Min - Principles and use of cycloidal propelled and hydraulic propelled vessels. (Civilian Defense Groups)

FB 55-248 OUTLOADING OF DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES - 18 Min - Illustrating the six-step procedure for dropping oil fire and for firing up a steam locomotive. (PNP, TV, TH)

FB 55-270 STEAM LOCOMOTIVE FIRING - 12 Min - Step-by-step firing of a steam locomotive. (Professional Interested Groups)

FB 55-271 THE LOCOMOTIVE AIR BRAKE SYSTEM - 14 Min - (Professional Interested GP)

FB 55-286 ICECAP I - 20 Min - The Army Trans Corps Expedition across the icecap of Greenland in 1952. (PNP, TV, TH)
ARMED FORCES SPORTS REEL

I&ESR 200 - 35 Min - Highlights major sports events of 1955: "Baseball World Series" - "Tennis Thrills" - "Battling the Bulls" - "Fooling the Bulls in Spain" - "AAU Diving and Swimming" - "Strong Men Behind the Iron Curtain" - "Pitt Late Drive Whips California" - "Women Wrestlers" - "Swaps vs Nashua". (PNP)

I&ESR 201 - 35 Min - "Football Upset of the Season" - "Modern Pentathlon" - "Irish Upset in Last Game" - "Iron Curtain Thriller" - "Canine Caddy" - "Campbell Sets Speed Record" - "Sports Spectacular - Army vs Navy". (PNP)

I&ESR 202 - 33 Min - "Golden Gloves" - "Basketball" - "Slightly Fishy" - "Winter Sports on Snow and Ice" - "The Big Streaks" - "Fish Plentiful in Panama Bay" - "Winter Olympics 1956". (PNP)


I&ESR 204 - 31 Min - "Landy Loses and Wins" - "Indianapolis 500" - "Modern Atlas Sets Records" - "Olympic Acrobat" - "Bike Jockeys Go all Out" - "Little Leaguers Get Big Start" - "Junior Cowboys Ride them Rough" - "Big Winners on the Turf" - "College Oarsmen Photo Finish" - "Jolly Roger Flying High" - "Animated Sequences on US Laws". (PNP)

I&ESR 205 - 21 Min - "Olympic Trails" - "The Lighter Side" - "U.S. Open" - "Ride 'em Cowboy" - "All Star Game" - "Animated Sequence defines the Fights and Responsibilities of Freedom". (PNP)

I&ESR 206 - 21 Min - "Army Runners Smash Records" - "Boats Fly--No Kidding" - "Model Planes" - "Antique Cars still Roll" - "AAU Swimming and Diving" - "Hamblestonian" - "Roaring Redlegs". (PNP)

I&ESR 207 - 21 Min - "National Tennis" - "Olympic Women" - "King Football Takes Over" - "Sport Flashes" - "Gold Cup Powerboats". (PNP)

I&ESR 208 - 20 Min - "Air Force Grid Debut" - "Inter-Service Boxing" - "World Series". (PNP)

I&ESR 211 - 20 Min - "Football Bowls" - "A Dog's Life" - "Barrel Jump" - "Handball" - "Cowboys Buffalooed" - "Lady (?) Wrestlers". (PNP)

I&ESR 212 - 20 Min - "Court Kings" - "Crack-Up" - "Hot Heads on Ice" - "Golden Gloves" - "4-Minute Man?: - Handball" - "Winter Sports". (PNP)

I&ESR 213 - 20 Min - "Winter Sports on Snow and Ice" - "Service Sluggers" - "Soldiers on skis" - "Winter Perils" - "Ladies of the Courts". (PNP)

I&ESR 215 - 21 Min - "Court Kings" - "Masters' Gold" - "Mopett Maulers" - "Six-day Bikes" - "College Acrobats" - "Stanley Cup Hockey". (PNP)

I&ESR 216 - 24 Min - "Modern Pentathlon" - "Kentucky Derby" - "Soccer Cup Final" "Boston Marathon" - "Diamond Dust". (PNP)

I&ESR 217 - 20 Min - "World Record Pole Vault" - "A Dog's Life" - "Wimbledon Tennis" - "Heel and Toe" - "U.S. Open" - "Pennant Fever" - "All-Star Game". (PNP)
I&ESR 234 - 20 Min - "Service Football" - "In and Out of Orbit" - "Sport Spectacular" A short feature on the build-up and events in connection with the Army - Navy Football Classic. (PNP)

I&ESR 235 - 19 Min - "Football Bowls" - "In and Out of Orbit" - "Pro Title Playoff" - "Davis Cup Tennis" - "Grid Thrills of 1958". (PNP)

I&ESR 236 - 19 Min - "Winter Sports" - "Bowling" - "In and Out of Orbit" - "Basketball All-Stars" - "Indoor Track". (PNP)

I&ESR 237 - 20 Min - "Goodby, Winter" - "The Boys from Planet 0" - "Hello - Spring (featuring 16 major league teams training for the '59 season". (PNP)

I&ESR 238 - 20 Min - "Basketball Finals - NCAA, California vs West Virginia" - "Tennis" - "Boxing" - "All Sorts". (PNP)

I&ESR 239 - 19 Min - "Horse Racing" - "Alex Olemdo" - (New Tennis Champ) - "Bike Racing" - "Marathon" - "Track" - "Killebrew". (PNP)

I&ESR 240 - 20 Min - "The 500" - "Surfing" - "Boatnik" - "Golf" - "The Boys from Planet 0" - "Pentathlon" - "Horse Racing" - "Open Golf". (PNP)

MISCELLANEOUS FILMS

MF 3-9345 QUALITY ASSURANCE IN THE US ARMY CHEMICAL CORPS - 20 Min - Explains the purpose and concept of quality assurance to the US Army Chemical Corps. (PNP)

MF 5-1235 THE ATOM STRIKES - 31 Min - First experimental blast set off in New Mexico, aerial views of the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and close-ups of devastation of the two Japanese cities. (PNP)

MF 5-8279 ENGINEER MISSION - 26 Min - Accomplishments in peace and war of the Corps of Engineers from the Revolutionary period to the post-Korean conflict. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 5-8839 FLOOD CONTROL - 7 Min - Flood control activities of the US Army Engineers. (PNP, TV)

MF 5-8986 THE ARMY PACKAGE POWER REACTOR - 26 Min - Story of the Army Package Power Reactor, describing its purpose, development, construction and operation. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 6-7900 FIRE-ARTILLERY ACTION IN KOREA - 15 Min - Depicts the important role of artillery fire in modern warfare. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 8-1129 DIARY OF A SERGEANT - 23 Min - SGT Russell, who lost both hands in the service of the US on D-Day, rehabilitated in Army hospital. Progress and spirit representative of medical advances made in such cases. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 8-7897 THE MEDICAL EFFECTS OF NUCLEAR RADIATION - 21 Min - Color - Defense against atomic weapons, the effects of nuclear radiation, nature and potency of gamma, alpha and beta particles. (PNP, TV)

MF 8-8564 NURSES IN THE ARMY - 27 Min - Report of the great service performed by the Army Nurse, both in war and peace. Hardships and dangers she faced during WWII and the Korean War. (PNP, TH)
MF 8-8791 BEHAVIOR OF WILD NORWAY RATS - 28 Min - Presents the manual abilities and modification of surrounding, maturation into adult society, territorial defense and sexual behavior of the wild Norway rats. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

MF 9-5132 EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL (EOD) - 27 Min - Color - Portrays the training and work of Explosive Ordnance Disposal personnel. (PNP, TV)

MF 9-5371 RAILROAD CARLOADING AND BRACING OF AMMUNITION - 27 Min - Color - This film defines the requirements for thoroughness during on-loading and securing of ammunition on trains, and illustrates the procedures and techniques for proper blocking and bracing. (PNP)

MF 10-9021 QUARTERMASTER QUALITY CONTROL FOR CLOTHING AND TEXTILE ITEM - 17 Min - Discusses the new system of quality control inspection, explaining what is expected of the Government contractor, how it benefits both the Government and the contractor, and how it is applied to clothing and textile items. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 10-9022 QUARTERMASTER QUALITY CONTROL FOR GENERAL SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT AND PARTS - 17 Min - Discusses the new system of quality control inspection, explaining what is expected of the Government contractor. Covers general supplies, equipment and parts. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 10-9023 QUARTERMASTER QUALITY CONTROL FOR SUBSISTENCE ITEMS - 18 Min - Discusses the new system of quality control inspection, explaining what is expected of the Government contractor. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 11-5131 LASER-MIRACLE WITH LIGHT - 24 Min - Color - Explains what Laser is, how it works and how it is being applied by the Army. Military applications of the laser are shown in rangefinders target detection radar, night vision and illumination devices, missile guidance and control, communication, and as a welding and cutting tool. (PNP, TV)

MF 11-5177 AUTOMATIC VOICE NETWORK-AUTOVON - 20 Min - Describes the features, capability and operation of the Automatic Voice Network (AUTOVON) in the Defense Communication System. (PNP, TV)

MF 11-5203 COMPUTER SYSTEMS IN PERSONNEL ACCOUNTING - 23 Min - Capabilities and functions of an RCA 501 computer are demonstrated in the use, programming, and operating of ADPS in the 4th US Army in the personnel accounting area. (PNP, TV)

MF 11-7883 OPERATION INCHON - 18 Min - Documentary on the activities of the UN Forces in Korea during August and September 1950. An amphibious landing on the West Coast with the two-fold objectives of freeing the South Korean Capital, Seoul, and cutting off the Communist main supply line, proved successful. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 11-7915 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF SIGNAL EQUIPMENT FOR COMMANDERS - 15 Min Values, methods and procedures for efficient signal communication operation. Utilizing echelon checklists, FITCAL, intelligent key to effective maintenance. (PNP, TV)

MF 11-8923 MISSILE MASTER-AN/FSG-I ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFENSE SYSTEM-ENGINEERING REPORT #9627 - 13 Min - Explains the role and operation of the Army's Missile Master System, designed to function as the communications and intelligence center of our AA Defense System. (PNP, TV, TH)
MF 11-8924 SIGNALS FOR MISSILES - 30 Min - Scope and complexity of the US Army Signal Agency operations in guided missile research and development. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 11-8979 THE SIGNAL CORPS PREPARES - 17 Min - Discusses the objectives of the Signal Corps Production Base Program and explains how these objectives are being fulfilled through Production Engineering Contracts. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 11-9088 SIGNAL SOLDIERS - 25 Min - Scope of Signal Corps mission; training and job opportunities for signal men at major SigC installations; vital skills and services provided by signal soldiers to U.S. Army. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 11-9416 THE INVISIBLE BATTLEGROUND - 31 Min - Color - Features the problem of radio-frequency interference with military signal communications, and what the Army is doing about it at the Electronic Environmental Test Facility (EETF) at Fort Huachuca, Arizona. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 11-9616 OCSIGO REPORTS-ANNUAL R&D PROGRESS REPORT - 25 Min - Report on progress of Signal R&D Laboratory in 1959 in areas of space electronics, combat communications surveillance, components, and exploratory research. (PNP, TV)

MF 11-9620 OCSIGO REPORTS-EAST COAST RELAY STATION - 13 Min - Advanced automatic communication equipment and operation concepts of the relay station at Fort Dietrick, Maryland. (PNP)

MF 11-9624 OCSIGO REPORTS-ANNUAL R&D PROGRESS REPORT - 30 Min - Color - This is a report on the progress made by the US Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory during 1960. Reviews the accomplishments in areas of combat communications, surveillance, electronic components, exploratory research, and space electronics. (PNP)

MF 11-9629 FRONTIERS OF TRADE - 7 Min - Color - Explains the importance of international trade to the United States and other participating countries of the Free World. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 11-9631 THE ARMY SIGNAL MISSION - 20 Min - Stresses the fact that the Army's Signal Mission, even after reorganization, still remains basically what it has always been to meet the Army's communications and electronic demands. (PNP, TV)

MF 11-9662 MOBIDIC JOINS THE FIELD ARMY - 16 Min - Color - Development and application of MOBIDIC for Army field use. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 11-9675 RELIABILITY-FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS - PART I - 30 Min - Color - Reliability engineering concepts of reliability function, exponential reliability function, failure rate and mean-time between failures. (Professionally Interested Groups)

MF 11-9676 RELIABILITY-FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS - PART II - 30 Min - Color - Reliability functions of parts are combined with reliability function of complete item to derive a system reliability function. (Professionally Interested Groups)

MF 11-9691 RELIABILITY-STATISTICAL CONCEPTS - 30 Min - Color - Concepts of analytical methods used in reliability engineering. (Professionally Interested Groups)

MF 11-9703 RELIABILITY-RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - 38 Min - The more advanced methods of reliability analysis, continuing with the weapon system used in the preceding film. (Professionally Interested Groups)
MF 11-9704 RELIABILITY TESTING - 29 Min - The fundamentals of test design are introduced and demonstrated on the weapon system chosen for the example in film MF 11-9675. (Professionally Interested Groups)

MF 11-9705 SPECIFICATIONS AND RELIABILITY ASSURANCE - 25 Min - The philosophy of specifications is discussed - process vs performance. (Professionally Interested Groups)

MF 11-9706 ELEMENTS OF RELIABILITY PREDICTION - 27 Min - A major component of a weapon system is chosen, for the application of reliability prediction techniques. (Professionally Interested Groups)

MF 11-9707 RELIABILITY MONITORING - 20 Min - Color - The essential ingredients of an effective reliability monitoring program are summarized. (Professionally Interested Groups)

MF 11-9708 THE APPLICATION OF RELIABILITY DATA - 22 Min - Color - Shows application of data for the improvement of production processes and acceptance tests. (Professionally Interested Groups)

MF 11-9709 RELIABILITY-ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS IN RELIABILITY - 19 Min - Color - The cost aspects of reliability are introduced, as a factor to be considered in the establishment of reliability goals. (Professionally Interested Groups)

MF 11-9735 AGREE IN ACTION - 43 Min - Color - A report on the reliability science and methodology developed by the Air Force Advisory Group on reliability of Electronic Equipment (AGREE) to attain a high degree of reliability in manned aircraft. (Civilian contract personnel concerned with the development and production of Military Electronic Equipment)

MF 12-5317 ARMY EFFECTIVE WRITING - PART I - SHORTNESS - 24 Min - Color - The speaker introduces the subject of Army Effective Writing through Shortness, Simplicity, Strength and Sincerity. Part I concerns itself with the first principle - Shortness. (PNP)

MF 12-5318 ARMY EFFECTIVE WRITING - PART II - SIMPLICITY - 21 Min - Color - This film discusses the procedures necessary for achieving simplicity in writing. (PNP)

MF 12-5319 ARMY EFFECTIVE WRITING - PART III - STRENGTH - 21 Min - Color - Part III concerns itself with the third principle, Strength. (PNP)

MF 12-5320 ARMY EFFECTIVE WRITING - PART IV - SINCERITY - 25 Min - Color - This film stresses the human touch in writing and explains how the writer can convey to the reader an attitude of sincere interest. (PNP)

MF 12-7841 RECREATION CENTER OPERATION - 13 Min - Activities at a typical recreation center in US: Outdoor and indoor games, boating trips, fishing parties, nursery and children's service; dancing and social activities; supply economy in handling special services equipment. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 12-7936 THE SOLDIER AT LEISURE - 14 Min - Discusses the non-athletic leisure program designed by the Army Service Clubs to stimulate the interest of servicemen. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 14-8635 DOLLARS AND SENSE-THE ARMY FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN - 34 Min - Cost of performances budget. Various funds, accounting and auditing are covered in this film. (PNP)
MF 16-5128 OF SOLDIERS AND ALTARS - 28 Min - Color - Extensive programs of the US Army Chaplaincy as it provides religious facilities and activities for all faiths serving in the Army. (PNP, TV)

MF 16-5129 THE BRIDGE (A History of the Army Chaplaincy) - 30 Min - Color - This film portrays the important part of the Army Chaplain in keeping the "bridge" open between God and the young men and women of the Armed Forces. (PNP)

MF 16-5219 WE CALL THEM CHAPLAIN - 11 Min - This film explains to new recruits the vital services rendered by Army Chaplains to servicemen and women of all faiths. (PNP)

MF 16-5307 THE REVEREND TURNER'S NIGHT OUT (The Reserve Chaplain) - 19 Min - Color - The training and activities of the Army Reserve Chaplains are discussed and illustrated in this motion picture. (PNP)

MF 16-5333 A MITZVAH TO SERVE - 26 Min - Color - This is an orientation of the meaning and responsibilities of Jewish lay leadership in the Armed Forces of the US. (PNP)

MF 16-9810 THE CHALLENGE OF THE ARMY CHAPLAINCY - 33 Min - Color - Examines the challenging role of the Army Chaplain in developing the spiritual strength of the Armed Forces. (PNP, TV)

MF 19-7546 YOUR ARMY IN DISASTER RELIEF - 17 Min - Army's role in disasters in US: Texas City disaster, snowbound areas in winter of 1948 and floods along Mississippi. (PNP, TH)

MF 19-8027 SECURITY CONTROL-YOU NEVER CAN TELL - 40 Min - An efficient security program is the responsibility of each man and woman engaged in work of a classified nature. (Civil Defense Only)

MF 20-156 ARMY EXPLORERS IN SPACE - 14 Min - Color - Tells the story of development and launching of the Army's earth satellite, Explorer. (PNP)

MF 20-5028 REDUCE COSTS - SUGGEST-11 Min - This film report, aimed at all DOD personnel, underscores the importance of the accelerated DOD cost Reduction Program, and how Incentive Awards lend impetus to this Program. It is emphasized that DOD personnel can contribute to the cost reduction effort by submitting their money-saving ideas through local suggestion channels. (PNP, TV)

MF 20-5208 REDUCE COSTS-SUGGEST - 11 Min - Underscores the importance of the accelerated DOD Cost Reduction Program, and how Incentive Awards lend impetus to this Program. (PNP, TV)

MF 20-5186 COST REDUCTION IS A MONEY SPLENDID THING - 25 Min - Color - The AMC cost Reduction Program, its benefits and goals are discussed in this film. (PNP, TV)

MF 20-5191 THE LAND WE LOVE - 21 Min - Color - This is a picture story of the vistas of America and her inherent heritage of freedom, evoking a feeling of pride in our Country. (PNP)

MF 20-5222 ZERO DEFECTS - TRADEMARK OF A CRAFTSMAN - 27 Min - Color - A detailed report of the Zero Defects seminars is given. Actual employee citations for achievement add effectiveness to this plan. (PNP)

MF 20-5525 DANGEROUS WAR TROPHIES - 12 Min - This film tells of the role of the government in the inspection, deactivation and registering of war trophies is portrayed. (PNP, TV, TH)
MF 20-7725  ARCTIC INDOCTRINATION SCHOOL-WINTER 1950 - 15 Min - Army's arctic indoctrination schools at Big Delta, Alaska, winter of 1950. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 20-8322  TIME TO GO - 28 Min - Covers the organization, purpose and operation of the selective service system. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 20-8668  TRADITIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE ARMY - 26 Min - Review of the role of the Army throughout the history of the nation. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 20-9364  OPERATION SOLIDARITY - 28 Min - Describes how the Americas train, study, and work together for mutual hemispheric defense. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 20-9378  US JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF WEAPONS DEMONSTRATION CARIBBEAN - 19 FEBRUARY - MARCH 1961 - 38 Min - Covers the 1961 meeting in the Caribbean of the Military leaders of the Western Hemisphere, hosted by the US Joint Chiefs of Staff. (PNP)

MF 22-5284  WEST POINT-THE ARMY CHALLENGE - 30 Min - Color - This film encourages young high school junior and seniors to seek admission to West Point. The requirements, traditions and advantages are shown through the eyes of a senior at West Point about to graduate. (PNP, TV)

MF 30-9324  ARMY LANGUAGE SCHOOL - 29 Min - This is the story of the US Army Language School which provides a program for training officer and enlisted personnel to meet Army requirements for linguists in at least one foreign language. (PNP)

MF 31-8290  EXERCISE SKI JUMP - 25 Min - Cold weather operations, in north temperate, subarctic regions, of a tactical unit. Equipment and techniques for personal and tactical survival and survival in mountain operations. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 38-212  U.S. ARMY COMBAT DEVELOPMENT COMMAND - 29 Min - Describes the missions, organization and operation of the US Army Combat Developments Command (USACDC). (PNP, TV)

MF 38-5154  PROCUREMENT SOURCE SELECTION - 20 Min - Color - An explanation of how the Defense Department and the Army select the source from which a procurement will be obtained by showing the factors considered and the critical steps involved. (PNP, TV)

MF 38-5155  WHAT, WHERE AND WHEN-THE STORY OF THE US ARMY SUPPLY AND MAINTENANCE COMMAND - 27 Min - Color - Describes the dual mission of the US Army Supply and Maintenance Command: 1) to deliver supplies to the soldier, 2) To perform fifth echelon maintenance of Army equipment. (PNP, TV)

MF 38-5158  THE CASE OF JOHN ERRONEOUS - 6 Min - Color - The fictional character of "John Erroneous" is the embodiment of the common virtues and frailties typical of the average worker in business and industry. (PNP, TV)

MF 38-5187  THE DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER - 17 Min - Color - This film describes the facilities and services of the Defense Documentation Center, Alexandria, VA., the focal point for DOD scientific and technical documents. (PNP, TV)

MF 38-5263  NO MARGIN FOR ERROR - 15 Min - Color - Hq, Army Materiel Command and its field commands demonstrate the assurance and reliability of combat equipment and supplies required by the soldier in the field. (PNP)
MF 38-5301 thru 5305 ZERO DEFECTS - WORK SHOP FOR SUPERVISORS -- PART I THRU V - 40 Min - Color - These films are aimed at supervisors; explains the concept of the Zero Defects program. (PNP)

MF 38-5601 U.S.ARMY INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT - PART ONE: MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW - 17 Min - Color - This film shows how Integrated Logistic Support combines management and technical efforts to produce the best possible defense at the lowest possible cost. (PNP)

MF 38-5602 U.S. ARMY INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT - PART TWO: MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS PROCESS - 20 Min - Color - The technical side of the Integrated Logistic Support system is shown. (PNP)

MF 38-5650 KIRBY (Quality Control) - 29 Min - Color - A patrol is sent on a mission to pick up a prisoner in a war zone. Flashbacks show preventable errors that were made in the manufacture and maintenance of their equipment. (Professional Industrial Group).

MF 38-7951 DESIGN FOR SURVIVAL - 23 Min - Conservation of raw materials in designing, planning, manufacturing and purchasing military equipment. (PNP)

MF 38-9313 MIL-D-70327-ENGINEERING DOCUMENTATION FOR UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS - 25 Min - Need for fundamentals and benefits of new system of engineering of documentation for material produced or procured by Department of Defense as set forth in MIL-D-70327. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 39-7896 THE BASIC PHYSICS OF AN ATOMIC BOMB - 19 Min - Basic principles of atomic energy and the atomic bomb: Atomic numbers, isotopes, half-life, fusion, fission, chain reaction and critical mass. (PNP, TV)

MF 39-9311 ATOMIC WEAPONS AND FIRE - 31 Min - Explains characteristics, dangers and applicable firefighting techniques and equipment, followed by proper control and security of accident sites, monitoring and decontamination of men and equipment. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 44-9377 THE BROKEN BRIDGE - 44 Min - Color - Correlates Army missile program with the operational missiles deployed overseas and the research and development missiles under test and evaluation. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-104 WEST POINT-EDUCATION FOR LEADERSHIP - 26 Min - Describes the scope and high standards of the academic, military, and physical education provided for Cadets. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-5050 A SOLDIER'S WARRANTY - 27 Min - Color - This is the story of the US Army Test and Evaluation Command and how it relates to the validity of the soldier's warranty through superior materiel support. (PNP)

MF 45-5060 R&D FOR TODAY'S COMBAT - 14 Min - Color - This film describes the mission, facilities, and R&D activities of the Limited War Laboratory, Aberdeen, Md. Under the jurisdiction of Chief, Research and Development, the Limited War Laboratory is concerned with resolving the problems unique to low intensity wars in remote or under-developed areas of the world. (PNP)

MF 45-7596 NUREMBERG - 76 Min - (3 reels) - War crime trials conducted by allies at Nuremberg Flash backs to various crimes against humanity committed by German High Command during WW II. Contains many scenes of unbelievable atrocities against humanity. (PNP, TV, TH)
MF 45-7805 HAIL ALMA MATER - 6 Min - Presents old familiar views of the US Military Academy Campus, the West Point Choir and Glee Club provide choral accompaniment. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 45-7945 HELICOPTER SPECIAL DELIVERY - 11 Min - Explains how the helicopter has added mobility to the infantry and how river crossings are accomplished with a helicopter company. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 45-7947 OPERATION BLUE JAY - 25 Min - Construction aspects of the giant airbase at Thule, Greenland. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 45-8288 ADJUSTMENT TO MILITARY LIFE - 18 Min - Adjustments to be made by a trainee in his transition from civilian to military life. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 45-8438 LETTER FROM A MOTHER - 10 Min - Report of an American Mother's feelings showing not only her deep affection for her son, but also an understanding of the role he must play in the defense of his country. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 45-8440 THE SOLDIER'S MISSION AND RESPONSIBILITIES - 13 Min - Soldier's mission and responsibilities in defense of his country. Training and equipment offered him to meet the highest physical, moral, and mental standards to help prepare himself for battle. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 45-8615 OPERATION NOAH - 29 Min - Work of Engineers and other services in rehabilitation of Northeastern United States hit by flash floods in the summer of 1955. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 45-9025 FITNESS FOR LEADERSHIP - 15 Min - Color - Shows the physical education program at United States Military Academy at West Point, designed to develop fitness for leadership - Conditioning exercises, manual of arms, marching, close order drill, athletics, military maneuvers, and leadership training. (PNP)

MF 45-9509 THEY MAJOR IN MISSILES - 15 Min - Color - Describes the Cooperative Training Program conducted at White Sands Proving Ground for qualified engineering students majoring in missile technology at New Mexico State University and Texas Western College. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9510 COUNTDOWN AT WHITE SANDS - 25 Min - Color - Story of the Integrated Range Mission at the White Sands Missile Range. The organization, function, and facilities of the Integrated Range Mission are described. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9519 FREQUENCY COORDINATION AT WHITE SANDS - 17 Min - Defines the requirement for frequency coordination at White Sands and describes the activities, facilities and equipment employed to insure interference-free missile testing operations. (PNP)

MF 45-9520 ACCURACY PLUS - THE AN/FPS 16 INSTRUMENTATION RADAR AT WHITE SANDS - 11 Min - Color - Describes the features, capability, application, and operation of the AN/FPS 16 Instrumentation Radar especially designed for missile tracking. (PNP)

MF 45-9521 PHOTO OPTICS AT WHITE SANDS - 11 Min - Color - Traces the development of photo-optics at White Sands Missile Range since 1945, underscoring its value as a research tool in weapons systems and outer space achievements. (PNP)

MF 45-9522 ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE - 21 Min - Color - Describes the activities in the Environmental Test Center, White Sands Missile Range. (PNP)
MF 45-9523  THE RANGE GOES GREEN - 8 Min - Color - Depicts a representative test day at White Sands Missile Range. A test of Nike-Zeus intercept of a Nike-Hercules Missile is shown. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9524  PRESIDENTIAL VISIT - 5 June 1963 - 14 Min - Color - Filmed record of President Kennedy's visit to White Sands Missile Range to view a demonstration of missile might. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9525  AERIAL TOUR OF WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE - 9 Min - Color - Aerial tour of White Sands Missile Range which highlights the natural and man made resources of the Range. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9529  MILESTONES IN MISSILITY - 10 Min - Color - Missile progress since 1945. Test firings of: Nike-Ajax, Zeus-Hawk, Corporal, Honest John, Little John, Lacrosse, Sergeant and Redstone. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9533  THE AN/FPS-16 INSTRUMENTATION RADAR AT WHITE SANDS - 12 Min - Describes the concept, design, capability and operation of the AN/FPS-16 Instrumentation Radar used for missile tracking at White Sands. (Communication Engineers, ETC)

MF 45-9536  PERSHING JOINS THE RANKS - 28 Min - Color - Describes the objectives, scope, and results of the final field and engineering testing of the Pershing Missile. (PNP)

MF 45-9540  WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE - 20 Min - Color - Begins with a review of early rocketry at White Sands Missile Range and is followed by a briefing on the mission of modern day White Sands Missile Range with a tour of its ground and flight test facilities and instrumentation. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9547  NUCLEAR EFFECTS TESTING AT WHITE SANDS - 21 Min - Color - Describes the purposes and capabilities of the Nuclear Effects Branch at White Sands. (PNP)

MF 45-9552  MISSILE METEOROLOGY AT WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE - 24 Min - Color - Covers the objectives, scope and application of missile meteorology at White Sands Missile Range. (PNP)

MF 45-9553  INVESTMENT IN TOMORROW - 23 Min - Color - Report on the President's youth Opportunity Program at White Sands Missile Range in the summer 1965. (PNP)

MF 45-9556  DATA FOR SERVICE TEST EVALUATION OF ARMY AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS - 14 Min - Color - Depicts the instrumentation and techniques used by the U.S. Army Air Defense Board to obtain and reduce data from service tests conducted to evaluate the performance of all types of air defense weapons. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9562  MISSILE FLIGHT SAFETY FOR OFF RANGE FIRINGS INTO WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE - 16 Min - Color - Flight safety operations for off range firings into White Sands Missile Range are discussed and examples are shown. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9566  THE BIG GREEN LABORATORY - 28 Min - Color - The mission of the Army Tropic Test Center in the Canal Zone is described in this film with actual testing and research underway being shown. (PNP, TV)

MF 45-9567  MOUNTAIN LEE WAVES AT WSMR - 12 Min - Color - Studies of mountain lee waves conducted by the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory at White Sands Missile Range for application to missile and rocket flight, and aircraft flight. (PNP, TV)

MF 46-8998  FLYING SOLDIERS - 30 Min - Explains the purpose of the new concept of Army Tactical mobility through Army Aviation. (PNP, TV, TH)
MF 55-5266  IT'S YOUR MOVE - 46 Min (2 reels) - Color - The moving of Army personnel and their dependents from one station to another is fully discussed in this film. Examples of two families are given to show right and wrong ways of making a move. (Movers, Truckers and other Packing & Hauling Firms Concerned)

MF 55-8243  TRACTOR SLED OPERATIONS (ICECAP II) - 10 Min - Successful tests conducted by Transportation Corps in summer of 1953 to determine practicability of hauling heavy tonnage over the Greenland Icecap. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 55-8245  ICECAP II - 28 Min - This is the story of the Army Transportation Corps expedition across the Greenland Icecap in 1953. The mission was to test the capabilities of men and equipment in the North Arctic Region. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 57-5201  FREE FALL SAFETY PROCEDURES - 19 Min - Color - Covers free fall parachuting, illustrating proper use of equipment and correct techniques. (PNP, TV)

MF 61-5349  WORK MEASUREMENT WORKS - 23 Min - This film teaches Commanders, Supervisors and Managers who are responsible for the direct consumption of the resources of the US Army, the value of work measurement for the effective management of resources. (PNP)

MF 61-8810  WORKING FOR THE U.S.A. - 14 Min - Aimed to attract High School graduates in Federal Civil Service. Covers scope, requirements, and benefits of government employment. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 140-5542  ALL AROUND YOU - 16 Min - Color - This is a motivational film to illustrate the advantages and importance of continued service in the US Army Reserve - to the individual, the community and to the Nation. (PNP, TV, TH)

MF 145-188  PROLOGUE TO LEADERSHIP - 33 Min - Color - Documentary on the objectives and scope of the 6 week summer training program conducted at the ROTC camps at Indiantown Gap Military Reservation, PA. (PNP, TV)

PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL FILMS

PMF 5018  THORACIC SURGERY - PART II - FOREIGN BODIES IN THE PERICARDIUM AND HEART - 50 Min - Color - Diagnostic planning, surgical and post-operative techniques. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5020  REMOVAL OF MAGNETIC FOREIGN BODIES FROM THE EYE - 14 Min - Color - Acceptable technique and handling of detached retina case. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5027  SCHISTOSOMIASIS (Professional Technical Version) - 27 Min - Color - Three types of schistosomiasis (Snail Fever); geographical habitat, epidemiology, symptomatology and general control measures. Technical, clinical and laboratory procedures for diagnosis and treatment of Schistosomiasis Jamonica. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5028  SANDFLY CONTROL - 33 Min - Color - Symptoms, methods and treatment of skin diseases transmitted by sandfly. Environmental sanitation principles essential to control. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5030  THE PREPARATION AND INSERTION OF TANTALUM PLATE - 30 Min - Color - Preliminaries essential to preparation and placement of tantalum plate. (Professional Medical Groups)
PMF 5034 THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE - INTRODUCTION - 17 Min - Use of planned therapeutic physical movement for specific purpose. (PNP, TH)

PMF 5039 DISORDERS OF GAIT - 27 Min - Coordination of motor power. Motor power from muscles controlled by peripheral nerves originating in spinal cord. Motor impulses from brain through pyramidal tract. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5048 ARTHROPOD-BORNE VIRUS ENCEPHALITIS - 34 Min - Differential diagnostic measures; diagnosis, treatment and control of Manose B. Encephalitis Proper approach to investigation of problem. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5052 TO HEAR AGAIN - 37 Min - Color - From diagnosis through all phases of testing, treatment and social rehabilitation, the film sympathetically follow the stories of several "hard of hearing" patients. (PNP, TV, TH)

PMF 5056 THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE (THORACIC SURGERY) - 29 Min - Physical examination, post-operative problems and specific details regarding pre-operative exercises are explained. (PNP, TH)

PMF 5058 THE MEDICAL EFFECTS OF THE ATOMIC BOMB - PART I - PHYSICS, PHYSICAL DESTRUCTION, CASUALTY EFFECTS - 32 Min - Color - Nuclear fission and general reaction, thermal energy, mechanical force, nuclear radiation and ionizing effects are discussed in this film. (PNP, TV)

PMF 5061 PERIPHERAL NERVE SURGERY - PART I - SCIATIC NERVE - 33 Min - Color - Management of typical peripheral nerve injury case of WW II. Followup treatment at neurosurgical centers of Veterans Administration. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups)

PMF 5062 CINEPLASTIC OPERATION - 18 Min - Color - Attaching cords to selected muscle and then to prosthetic appliance so that patient can operate appliance by contracting muscles in amputation of stub. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups)

PMF 5065 MANAGEMENT AND TECHNIQUE OF PULMONARY LOBECTOMY - 31 Min - Color - Bronchietasis of left lobe of lung and extirpation of diseased lung tissue. (PNP)

PMF 5068 REPAIR OF RECTOURETAL FISTULA - 8 Min - Color - Case of injury to large and small bowel, bladder, urethra and rectum. Closure of fistula by use of Whitehead principal of advancement of rectum. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5071 PINTA - 18 Min - Color - Various stages of chronic, disfiguring skin diseases. Diagnosis, spirochetal etiology. Good results with arsenical and penicillin therapy. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5073 CONSTRUCTION OF SCREW LOCK SECTIONAL SPLINT - 17 Min - Color - Case of a facial injury including fracture of mandible comminuted, compound, requiring additional bone to restore contour of mandible. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5075 RECONSTRUCTION OF THE LOWER LIP AND CHIN - 20 Min - Color - Case of destruction by shell fragments of two-thirds of lower lip, chin and mandible. Method and phases of restoration. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5076 LUMBAR SYMPATHECTOMY (GANGLIONECTOMY) - 33 Min - Color - Various applications. Types of conditions likely to be benefited. Procainization of structure to be removed. Also shows anatomic and physiologic defects produced by the removal of certain portions of the chain, and an ordinary anatomic demonstration on a cadaver. (Professional Medical Groups)
PMF 5077a  INSIDE THE CELL - PART I - ENZYMES IN INTRACELLULAR CHEMISTRY - 40 Min - Color - Concept of intracellular enzymatic action. Biochemical phenomena illustrated by animation. (PNP)

PMF 5077b  INSIDE THE CELL - PART II - REGULATION OF ENZYMES - 43 Min - Color - Factors regulating enzyme action. (PNP)

PMF 5097  TECHNIQUE OF TANTALUM CRANIÖPLASTY - 40 Min - Color - Typical problems in cosmetic correction of skull defects by means of tantalum cranioplasty. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5102  NEUROÆRHAPHY OF MEDIAN AND ULNAR NERVES IN MIDARM - 12 Min - Color - Detailed preoperative evaluation of damage to right midarm traversed by bullet. Surgical repair of median and ulnar nerves. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5103  ARTERIAL DISORDERS IN THE UPPER EXTREMITY AND THEIR TREATMENT BY SYMPATHETECTOMY - 30 Min - Color - Indications, clinical factors, operative treatment and precautions. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5104  PARTIAL NEUROÆRHAPHY OF THE SCIATIC NERVE IN THE BUTTOCK - 12 Min - Color - Injury to peroneal component of sciatic nerve resulting from bullet wound. Precautions and precision essential to proper surgical management. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5110  RADIOACTIVITY-LABORATORY DEMONSTRATIONS - 17 Min - Color - Elementary principles of radioactivity. Instruments used in the laboratory for detection and counting. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5111  CUSHING'S EXPERIMENT IN THE DOG - 41 Min - Color - Essential details. Respiratory and circulatory effects of pressure on the brain, such as the result from brain tumors. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5112  RESPIRATORY REFLEXES DEMONSTRATED IN THE RABBIT - 13 Min - Color - Some of the simpler respiratory reflexes and their pathways. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5114  RICKETTSIAE-LABORATORY PROCEDURE FOR THEIR ISOLATION AND IDENTIFICATION - 47 Min - Color - For students taking a basic science course. Step by step technique of laboratory diagnosis of rickettsial disease. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5118  THE DIAGNOSIS OF PERIPHERAL NERVE INJURIES - 16 Min - Color - Significant clinical finding of 12 cases of various nerve injuries. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5124  ASCARIASIS - 13 Min - Details of life cycle of ascarids in swine. Reference to many other species. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5132  METHOD OF REPAIR OF POSTERIOR TIBIAL NERVE - 10 Min - Color - Repairing long defects in peripheral nerves. Bridging large gap in tibial nerve by wide dissection and flexion of knee joint. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5140  HEREDITARY ATAXIA - 31 Min - Color - Hereditary and clinical characteristics of this group of neurological disorders. Earliest and most common complaint. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5143  ATOMIC MEDICAL CASES - JAPAN - WW II - 34 Min - Documentary evidence of medical problems resulting from atomic explosions at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. (Professional Medical Groups)
PMF 5144  NURSING IN THE TROPICS - 29 Min - Realistic problems incident to living and working in a military hospital in the tropics. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5145a  THE RADIOISOTOPE - PART I: FUNDAMENTALS OF RADIOACTIVITY - 59 Min - Establishes the basic concepts in the field of nuclear physics that are pertinent to an understanding of radioisotopes. (PNP, TV)

PMF 5145b  THE RADIOISOTOPE - PART II: PROPERTIES OF RADIATION - 68 Min - Explains the characteristics and properties of primary and secondary nuclear radiations in terms of their ionizing effect. (PNP, TV)

PMF 5145c  THE RADIOISOTOPE - PART III: PRACTICAL PROCEDURES OF MEASUREMENT - 48 Min - Consideration of various measurement apparatus and techniques. Absolute and comparative measurement. (PNP, TV)

PMF 5145d  THE RADIOISOTOPE - PART IV: METHODOLOGY - 40 Min - Underlying principles and practical considerations governing tracer usage and design of tracer experiments. (PNP, TV)

PMF 5145e  THE RADIOISOTOPE - PART V: THE PHYSICAL PRINCIPLES OF RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY, SECTIONS I AND II - 51 Min - Live action and animation explain ionizing characteristics of alpha, beta and gamma radiation from external and internal sources. (PNP, TV, TH)

PMF 5145f  THE RADIOISOTOPE - PART VI: THE PRACTICE OF RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY - 33 Min - Practical considerations and techniques involved in safe handling of radioisotopes. Basic principles of safety as outlined in the Bureau of Standards handbook. (PNP)

PMF 5147b  THE RADIOISOTOPE - PART XII: AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH - 40 Min - Shows the use of a high energy, beta-emitting radioisotope, such as phosphorus 32 in large-scale field test of fertilizer. (PNP)

PMF 5147c  THE RADIOISOTOPE - PART XIII: GENERAL SCIENCES - 46 Min - Shows the radioisotope as a research tool that is adaptable to tracer investigations in all branches of general science. Primary fields of general science include metallurgy, chemistry, biochemistry and plant physiology. (PNP)

PMF 5148  THE MEDICAL EFFECT OF THE ATOMIC BOMB - PART II: PATHOLOGY AND THE CLINICAL PROBLEM - 37 Min - Color - Mechanism of thermal, traumatic and radiation effects. Clinical observations, diagnosis and prognosis, pathological material for illustrative purposes. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5166  ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY - 10 Min - Shows the use of the cathoderay oscilloscope to show magnitude and direction of a galvanometer deflections caused by changing relative position of two oppositely charged points within a conducting fluid. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5167  HEAT DISORDERS - HEAT EXHAUSTION, HEAT STROKE AND HEAT CRAMPS - 25 Min - Causes, symptoms, treatment and preventive measures of heat exhaustion, heat stroke and heat cramps. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups)

PMF 5188  INTRAMAXILLARY LOOP WIRING IN TREATMENT OF JAW FRACTURES - 28 Min - Color - Shows technique of applying intramaxillary multiple loop, using a 20 year old male with fracture of right mandible as an example, shows complete wiring procedure. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups)
PMF 5189 DENTO-ALVEOLAR SURGERY, REMOVAL OF IMPACTED MANDIBULAR THIRD MOLAR BY CONTROLLED SECTIONING - 10 Min - Color - Shows theory of controlled sectioning on simple mesioangular impacted third molar. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5191 DENTO-ALVEOLAR SURGERY, EXCISION OF CHRONIC PERiapICAL INFECTIONS - 8 Min - Color - Case report of dental treatment of chronic periapical abscesses with a persistent, draining, cutaneous fistula. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups)

PMF 5196 INTRAMEDULLARY FIXATION OF THE FEMUR - 23 Min - Color - Demonstrates treatment of fractures of the femur requiring prolonged fixation. Shows postoperative planning, operative technique, and postoperative care. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5201 CANCER - THE PROBLEM OF EARLY DIAGNOSIS - 31 Min - Color - Early diagnosis and treatment of cancer of the breast, stomach, rectum, cervix and lung. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5203 CAESAREAN SECTION - EXTRAPERITONEAL FANNENSTIEL INCISION - 23 Min - Color - Shows the surgical procedures for caesarean section. Extraperitoneal fannenstiel incision with anatomical landmarks throughout the operation clearly indicated. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5208 THORACIC SURGERY-THOROCOPLASTY, 1ST STAGE AND 2ND STAGE IN THE TREATMENT OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS - 23 Min - Color - First stage of a thorocplasty on 26 year old male patient with pulmonary tuberculosis. Case history of 34 year old female tubercular patient who has already undergone the first stage of a thorocplasty is demonstrated. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5210 THORACIC SURGERY - DECORTICATION IN THE TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS PLEURITIS - 23 Min - Color - Operative procedure for the decortication of the lung in the treatment of tuberculosis pleuritis. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5217 DENTO-ALVEOLAR SURGERY, ALVEOLECTOMY AFTER MULTIPLE EXTRACTION OF TEETH - 6 Min - Color - Demonstrating surgical procedures for establishment of a ridge of uniform height with smooth even contour after multiple extractions. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5218 DENTO-ALVEOLAR SURGERY, ALVEOLECTOMY IN EXTRACTION OF ISOLATED TEETH - 11 Min - Color - Surgical removal of bone containing isolated teeth and procedure for proper contouring of soft tissues. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups)

PMF 5219 DENTO-ALVEOLAR SURGERY, ALVEOLECTOMY AND MULTIPLE PATHOLOGY - 18 Min - Color - Problems in removal of teeth from pathological bone and proper repair of ridge tissues. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5220 DENTO-ALVEOLAR SURGERY, EXCISION OF MANDIBULAR TORI - 12 Min - Color - Preferred procedures for reduction of lingual tuberosity and for proper retention of dentures. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5221 DENTO-ALVEOLAR SURGERY, EXCISION OF GINGIVAL HYPERTROPHY - 6 Min - Color - Surgical procedures and correction of dental ridge hypertrophied and flabby due to ill-fitting dentures. (Professional Medical Groups)
PMF 5227  INTRODUCTION TO OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY - 20 Min - Case histories illustrate value and application of this interest-motivated activity with a therapeutic purpose. (Medical Groups only)

PMF 5229  DENTAL ACTIVITIES, WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL CENTER - 18 Min - Color - Principal dental activities at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, including services for hospital patients, research and professional education in the Medical Service Graduate School. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5281  BEHAVIORAL CHANGES FOLLOWING PALEOCORTICAL INJURY IN RODENTS, CARNIVORES, AND PRIMATES - 24 Min - Color - Shows hypersexuality induced by brain injury in animals; Surgical techniques utilized in ablating portions of the brain; and scenes of preoperative and postoperative behavior of agoutis, cats and monkeys illustrating their change from wildness to extreme docility. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups)

PMF 5289  PRESACRAL PNEUMONOGRAPHY - 10 Min - Color - A new technique which permits visualization, by means of x-ray, the retroperitoneal space, particularly the adrenal and kidney glands. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5301  HEMORRHAGIC FEVER-CLINICAL FEATURES - 45 Min - Color - Clinical and pathological findings of epidemic hemorrhagic fever. Current opinion on spread cause and control of the fever. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups only)

PMF 5304  DEBRIDEMENT - PART I - MULTIPLE SOFT TISSUE WOUNDS - 12 Min - Color - Adequate and minimal skin incision, incision of fascia, excision of devitalized tissue, complete hemostasis, primary closures and dressings. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5305  DEBRIDEMENT - PART II - WOUNDS OF THE EXTREMITIES - 33 Min - Eight different wound cases are shown to demonstrate techniques of cleaning wounds and removing devitalized tissues and other foci of infection. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5306  INITIAL SURGERY OF ABDOMINAL WOUNDS - 30 Min - Color - Recommended surgical techniques used under combat conditions in Korea in the initial treatment of a variety of abdominal wounds. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5315  RADICAL RETROPERITONEAL NODE DISSECTION IN THE TREATMENT OF TESTICULAR TUMORS - 20 Min - Color - Dissection of germinal tumors. Seminoma, embryonal carcinoma, teratocarcinoma and choricocarcinoma. Clinical and microscopical analysis. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups)

PMF 5318  MANAGEMENT OF BURNS - PART I - SUPPORTIVE CARE - 18 Min - Color - Rules of Nines Methods of diagnosing burns are discussed. Initial hospital procedures for treating burns. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5319  MANAGEMENT OF BURNS - PART II - LOCAL CARE - 15 Min - Color - Local care of burned patients in dressing and operating rooms. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5320  MANAGEMENT OF BURNS - PART III - SKIN GRAFTING - 21 Min - Color - Depicts the operative care given to burn patients undergoing skin grafting of limbs, hands and body areas. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)
PMF 5321 MANAGEMENT OF BURNS - PART IV - REHABILITATION - 9 Min - Color -
Shows the rehabilitation care given to burn patients to obtain maximum usage of
damaged areas and prevent contracture. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups,
including Medical Students)

PMF 5322 ANIMALS FOR RESEARCH - 28 Min - Color - Methods and factors in
maintaining a disease free colony. Techniques and equipment used in breeding.
Procedures in transporting the animals to research laboratories. (Civilian
Professional Medical Groups and Allied Scientific Groups)

PMF 5323 EARLY CARE OF THE PATIENT WITH A SPINAL CORD INJURY - 17 Min -
Demonstrates the early care of the patient with a spinal cord injury. (Medical
and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5324 A METHOD OF TEACHING COMBAT SURGERY - 16 Min - Color - Depicts the
new method of teaching the principles and techniques of traumatic surgery in
combat. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5326 HEARING EVALUATION AND REHABILITATION - 27 Min - Describes the
work of the Audiology and Speech Center at the Walter Reed Hospital in the
evaluation and rehabilitation of hearing loss in military personnel. (Medical
and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5327 NEPHROURETERECTOMY - 26 Min - Covers the clinical diagnosis of
ureter infection and depicts the surgical procedure used in performing a
nephroureterectomy. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical
Students)

PMF 5330 CORRECTION OF MANDIBULAR PROGNATHISM BY VERTICAL SLIDING OSTECTOMY -
29 Min - Color - Covers the clinical manifestations and surgical correction
of mandibular prognathism by vertical sliding ostectomy. (Medical and Allied
Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5331 TECHNIQUE OF BICEPS CINEPLASTY - 26 Min - Color - Demonstrates the
operative technique used at the Walter Reed Army Medical Center to perform
a biceps cineplasty. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical
Students)

PMF 5333 SHIRODKAR OPERATION - 18 Min - Color - Describes the principles
and surgical technique used in the Shirodkar Operation designed to correct
cervical incompetency. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical
Students)

PMF 5335 CLOSURE OF ANTRAL-ORAL FISTULA - 16 Min - Color - Describes the
surgical principles and procedures related to closure of antraloral fistula,
presenting the technique of the "buckle-envelope" type of flap for demon-
stration. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5336 TOTAL BODY MEASUREMENT OF NATURAL AND ACQUIRED RADIOACTIVITY IN MAN -
11 Min - Color - Methods and facilities devised at Walter Reed Army Medical
Center. Features, operation and use of the human counter, iron room and medical
fluoroscopy stand. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5337 THE INTESTINAL BIOPSY CAPSULE - 6 Min - Color - Describes the
features, use and operation of the intestinal biopsy capsule devised by the
Walter Reed Army Medical Center to study disease and normal functioning of
the small intestine. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical
Students)
PMF 5338 SURGICAL EXCISION OF ORAL LEUKOPLAKIA - 18 Min - Color - Describes the clinical symptoms, histologic criteria, prognosis and surgical techniques used in the management of oral leukoplakia. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5339 BASIC AUTOPSY PROCEDURE - 51 Min - Color - Describes the purpose, technique and advantages of the basic autopsy procedure. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5340 RIGID MEDULIARY FIXATION OF FOREARM FRACTURES - 16 Min - Color - Describes the principles, technique and advantages of rigid medullary fixation of forearm fractures. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups)

PMF 5341 SIMPLE METHOD FOR TRACHEAL SUCTION AND BRONCHOSCOPY - 11 Min - Color - Describes the clinical requirement and prescribed method of performing safe and effective tracheal suction and bronchoscopy on patients who have undergone pulmonary surgery. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5342 ENZYME ASSISTED CATARACT SURGERY - 10 Min - Color - Use of enzyme, alphalysocotrypsin (ACT) in cataract surgery performed at Walter Reed Army Medical Center, is shown. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5343 SPLENOANGIOGRAPHY - 9 Min - Color - Preparation of patient, splenoportographic process and subsequent patient care, x-ray views of abnormal splenoportography vein conditions. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5346 SUBLUXATION - 10 Min - Color - Describes the clinical symptoms of hypermobility of the temporal mandibular joint and demonstrates the subluxation method of correction of this condition. (Medical and Allied Medical groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5347 PHYSICAL THERAPY IN THE TREATMENT OF THE ADULT HEMIPLEGIC PATIENT - 26 Min - Color - Describes the Bobath concept of physical therapy in the treatment of adult hemiplegic patients. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5348 INTRODUCTION TO PROLONGED ARTIFICIAL VENTILATION - 38 Min - Color - Describes the fundamentals of Intermittent Positive Pressure Ventilation (IPPV) used in the management of active poliomyelitis, patients. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5349 PROPHYLACTIC HEMODIALYSIS IN ACUTE RENAL FAILURES - 26 Min - Describes the tests conducted by the U.S. Army Research Institute to evaluate the effect of prophylactic hemodialysis on patients suffering from acute renal failures. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5350 REORIENTING OCCLUSAL RELATIONSHIP - PART II - 27 Min - Demonstrates restoration of upper teeth, emphasis on occlusal balance. (Civilian Medical Personnel)

PMF 5351 BUFFERING OF CARBON DIOXIDE DURING HYPERCAPNIA - 27 Min - Color - A clinical demonstration of the technique and effects of buffering carbon dioxide during hypercapnia. (Professional Medical Groups)
PMF 5357 FORCEPS DELIVERIES - PART I - PREREQUISITES FOR FORCEPS DELIVERIES - 18 Min - Color - Advantages and limitations of forceps deliveries are outlined. Essential prerequisites in the use of forceps are explained. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups only)

PMF 5358 FORCEPS DELIVERIES - PART II - CLASSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES OF FORCEPS APPLICATION - 38 Min - Color - This is a lecture on the construction and use of classical forceps and methods of application in forceps deliveries. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups only)

PMF 5359 FORCEPS DELIVERIES - PART III - TRACTION - 25 Min - Color - Manual and instrumental methods of accomplishing axis-traction. (Civilian Medical & Allied Medical Groups including Medical Students)

PMF 5360 FORCEPS DELIVERIES - PART IV - TRANSVERSE ARREST - 40 Min - Color - Defines the problems of transverse arrest. Demonstrates forceps used and techniques employed in the delivery for transverse and posterior positions of the occupant. (Civilian Medical & Allied Medical Groups including Medical Students)

PMF 5361 FORCEPS DELIVERIES - PART V - KEILLAND FORCEPS - 47 Min - Color - Uses and applications of the Keilland Forceps for deliveries involving transverse and posterior positions. (Civilian Medical and Allied Medical Groups including Medical Students)

PMF 5362 FORCEPS DELIVERIES - PART VI: FORCEPS MANAGEMENT OF FACE PRESENTATIONS - 10 Min - Demonstrates the application of the Keilland forceps for management of face presentations in delivery. Underscores the advantages of instrumental management of face presentations over manual management. (Civilian Medical & Allied Medical Groups including Medical Students)

PMF 5363 FORCEPS DELIVERIES - PART VII: BARTON FORCEPS - 19 Min - Demonstrates the application and use of the Barton forceps for deliveries involving transverse arrest and face presentation. Shows the advantages of this special type of forceps for patients with deformed sacrum or flat pelvis. (Civilian Medical & Allied Medical Groups including Medical Students)

PMF 5364 FORCEPS DELIVERIES - PART VIII - PIPIER FORCEPS (For Aftercoming Head) - 12 Min - Color - Application and use of Piper Forceps for deliveries involving breech presentation. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5366 EXSTROPHIC MUSCULO-SKELETAL DEFECTS WITH ECTOPIC BLADDER IN VENTRAL HERNIA - 20 Min - Color - This is a clinical demonstration of the surgical correction of ectopic bladder in ventral hernia as performed on a two year old boy born with exstrophic anomalies. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups only)

PMF 5369 LYMPHANGIOGRAPHY - 18 Min - Color - Clinical demonstration of the Lymphangiography technique used at Walter Reed Hospital. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5371 SURGICAL EXCISION OF EPIDERMOID CYST FROM FLOOR OF MOUTH - 20 Min - Color - Clinical demonstration of the surgical excision of an epidermoid cyst from the floor of the mouth as performed on an 18 year old girl. Civilian Medical & Allied Sciences)

PMF 5375 MOUTH PREPARATION FOR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES - 35 Min - Color - Demonstrates the principles and procedures for diagnosing and treating a patient's mouth in preparation for a removable partial denture. (Professional Groups)
PMF 5377 IMPRESSIONS FOR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES - 37 Min - Color - Demonstrates how to make an impression for removable partial dentures. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5378 JAW RELATION RECORDS FOR REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES - 30 Min - Color - Demonstrates how to make an accurate maxillo-mandibular record for removable partial dentures. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5379 PRINCIPLES IN MANAGEMENT OF ACUTE FLEXOR TENDON INJURIES OF THE HAND - 22 Min - Color - Demonstrates the basic principles and surgical techniques in the care of acute flexor tendon injuries of the hand. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5380 TECHNIQUES OF TENDON REPAIR - 19 Min - Color - Shows the anatomy and physiology of the flexor tendon mechanism. Demonstration of the traumatic division and repair of the profundus tendon with digital sheath is shown. (Medical and Allied Medical Groups, including Medical Students)

PMF 5381 TEMPORARY PLASTIC BRIDGES - 19 Min - Color - A clinical demonstration of the construction of a temporary plastic bridge of four teeth. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5382 PHYSICAL THERAPY MANAGEMENT OF A BILATERAL AMPUTEE - 33 Min - Color - Clinical demonstration of physical therapy management of a bilateral amputee. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5383 A SIMPLIFIED TECHNIC OF OPERATIVE CHOLANGIOGRAPHY - 12 Min - Color - Demonstrates the use and advantages of the X-ray cassette for operative cholangiography. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5384 BLADDER OUTLET OBSTRUCTION IN CHILDREN - DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT - 32 Min - Color - Describes the types, symptoms, diagnostic techniques and management of bladder outlet obstruction and vesicoureteral reflux in children. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5385 FACIAL TRAUMA - PART III - EXTRA ORAL FIXATION OF MAXILLOFACIAL FRACTURES - 18 Min - Color - Demonstrates the management of maxillofacial fractures on a male patient. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5386 FORMALIN-ETHER CONCENTRATION OF FECAL PARASITES - 13 Min - Color - Depicts a planned laboratory procedural program to be followed in examining fecal specimens for parasites. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5387 POLLICIZATION OF THE RING FINGER - 23 Min - Color - A surgical replacement of the thumb by the ring finger is illustrated in three stages over a period of several months in this film. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5388 POPLITEAL ARTERY ENTRAPMENT SYNDROME - 21 Min - Color - Describes the clinical symptoms and surgical management of the popliteal artery entrapment syndrome due to congenital anomaly. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5389 EARLY INTENSIVE THERAPY - BURNED HANDS - 15 Min - Color - Depicts the treatment and early intensive therapy of patients with burned hands as performed at the Brooks Army Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston, Texas. (Professional Medical Groups)
PMF 5390 PHYSICAL THERAPY IN THE ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE - 22 Min - Color - Delineates the important role of the physical Therapist in the Army Medical Service and illustrates the physical therapy practices in the preventive care and rehabilitation of patients with nerve and muscle injuries and amputees. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5391 BIOPSY PROCEDURES IN ORAL DIAGNOSIS - 25 Min - Color - Describes the indications for biopsy and biopsy techniques for accurate diagnosis of soft tissue lesions of the oral cavity. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5392 THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF CHRONIC LYMPHEDEMA OF THE LEG - 16 Min - Color - This film depicts the clinical and surgical techniques of treating a 41 year old female patient with massive chronic lymphedema. (Professional Interested Groups)

PMF 5393 MAGNETIC VS NONMAGNETIC INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BODIES - AN ULTRASONIC DETERMINATION - 14 Min - Color - Demonstrates an ultrasonic determination and surgical management of a patient with an eye injury as performed at the Walter Reed Hospital. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5394 LIFE AND DEATH RELATIONSHIP: THE HEART AND ITS BLOOD SUPPLY - PART I - PHYSIOLOGY - 28 Min - Color - Describes the life and death relationship as it pertains to the functioning of the heart and its blood supply. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5395 MANAGEMENT OF FACIAL TRAUMA - PART I - INITIAL TREATMENT AND METHODS OF FIXATION - 25 Min - Color - This film describes the initial treatment and fixation techniques in the management of facial trauma resulting from combat, industrial and highway accidents. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5396 MANAGEMENT OF FACIAL TRAUMA - PART II - OPEN REDUCTION OF MAXILLOFACIAL FRACTURES - 28 Min - Color - This is a clinical demonstration of the principles and techniques in open reduction of maxillofacial fractures based on actual case histories. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5397 MAMMAPLASTY: THE STROMBECK TECHNIQUE - 27 Min - Color - A clinical demonstration of reduction mammaplasty showing the complete procedure and good results of this surgery on a 23 year old patient. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5398 HAND INJURIES - PRINCIPLES OF EARLY MANAGEMENT - 24 Min - Color - This film discusses and demonstrates the procedures of treatment in various types of hand injuries. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5399 OCULOMOTOR APRAXIA (ACQUIRED) - 20 Min - Color - This is a presentation of a classic case of oculomotor apraxia (acquired). Clinical testing and characteristics displayed by a 24 year old male patient who acquired the disease in adult life are shown. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5400 INSECT-BORNE DISEASES - 17 Min - Color - The sources, effects, control and preventive discipline of insect-borne diseases are discussed and delineated in this film. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5401 MENINGOCOCCAL DISEASE - EARLY DIAGNOSIS, INTENSIVE TREATMENT - 26 Min - Color - This film describes the requirements of a definitive Meningococcal Disease Control Program for military posts, underscoring the responsibility of the entire chain of command for implementing an effective program. (Professional Medical Groups)
PMF 5402 MASSIVE CRUSH INJURY - 12 Min - Color - A clinical history of a crush injury sustained by a soldier in Vietnam is depicted in this film. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5406 INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BODY ULTRASOUND AND CRYOSURGICAL MANAGEMENT - 9 Min - Color - The surgical removal of the cataractous lens and an embedded brass foreign body with the use of cryosurgery and ultrasound techniques is illustrated in this film. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5408 ABNORMAL SPATIAL PROJECTION IN RETROLENTAL PIBROPLASIA - 6 Min - Color - This film describes the process of abnormal spatial projections in retrolental fibroplasia, demonstrating the manifestations on a 16 year old female patient, who had been a pre-mature infant with a birth weight of 2 lbs. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5409 PERITONEOSCOPY - AN AID TO DIAGNOSIS - 20 Min - Color - A description and clinical demonstration of a peritoneoscopy as an aid to diagnosing intra-abdominal diseases are illustrated in this film. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5410 SMALLPOX - 33 Min - Color - A film depicting the differential clinical and laboratory manifestations to diagnose smallpox and chicken pox, procedures and treatments as well as recently developed techniques. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5412 MANAGEMENT OF COMBAT WOUNDS - DEBRIDEMENT & DELAYED PRIMARY CLOSURE OF HIGH VELOCITY MISSILE WOUNDS - 7 Min - Color - This is a clinical demonstration of debridement of a single high velocity wound of the right thigh and early management of a severely comminuted fracture of the femur, as performed on a young soldier in Vietnam. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5413 ENUCLEATION OF THE TRAUMATIZED EYE - 11 Min - Color - This is a clinical demonstration of the enucleation surgical procedure as performed on a soldier with severe injury to the eye and orbit. The injury was beyond repair, and the blinded eye was cosmetically unacceptable. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5414 ORBITAL FOREIGN BODY-LOCALIZATION & EXTRACTION - 9 Min - Color - A clinical demonstration of the localization and extraction of an orbital foreign body as performed on a soldier with a grenade fragment lodged in the right orbit, which grossly limited the up and down movement of the eye. The patient is shown post-operatively to illustrate successful restoration of normal eye movement with no impairment of vision. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5415 ARMY MEDICINE IN VIETNAM - 29 Min - Color - All phases of Army medicine in Vietnam from the field to assisting the civilian population are discussed and illustrated in this film. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5416 FILARIASIS - 25 Min - Color - This clinical film describes the cause, manifestations and management of filariasis cases with examples given. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5417 MANAGEMENT OF COMBAT WOUNDS - MASSIVE TRAUMA TO THE EYE AND ORBIT - 6 Min - Color - This film describes the clinical problems that confront the ophthalmic surgeon in the management of massive wounds to the eye and orbital areas; and presents two demonstrations of the primary enucleation surgical procedure as performed on two soldiers who suffered severe injuries to the eye and orbit. (Professional Groups)
PMF 5418 CONTROL OF BLOOD LOSS IN EXTENSIVE AUTOGRAFTING - 10 Min - Color - This is a clinical demonstration of the hemostatic technique used successfully by the US Army Research Unit to control blood loss in extensive autografting. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5420 SURGICAL POSITIONING - 25 Min - Color - This film shows how every member of an operating team has an established routine and position in the operating room; and how to properly position the patient for optimum safety and efficiency. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5421 TRICUSPID VALVE REPLACEMENT FOLLOWING BLUNT TRAUMA - 21 Min - Color - This is a clinical demonstration of the diagnosis and surgical correction of tricuspid insufficiency as performed on a 30 year old male patient at the Walter Reed Army Hospital. The patient is shown following recovery. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5422 MISSION DUSTOFF - 12 Min - Color - This film depicts the role of the helicopter ambulance and its crew in evacuating battlefield casualties in Vietnam. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5423 MANAGEMENT OF THIRD DEGREE BURNS IN A NEWBORN - 8 Min - Color - A clinical demonstration of the management of third degree burns of the genitalia and lower extremities suffered by a male infant within an hour after birth. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5424 SPECIAL EYE CARE (FOR BURNS) - 11 Min - Color - Demonstrates the special eye care of patients suffering second & third degree burns of the face to prevent eye infection and corneal ulceration. (Professional Groups)

PMF 5425 TEMPOROMANDIBULAR MENISECTOMY - 6 Min - Color - This is a clinical demonstration of a temporomandibular meniscectomy performed on a 22 year old male patient with a deranged meniscus of the left mandibular joint. Highlighted are pre-operative study, surgical excision of meniscus under local anesthesia, and post-operative study. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5426 CORRECTION OF UNILATERAL PROGNATHISM BY OBLIQUE OSTEOTOMY OF THE MANDIBULAR RAMUS - 10 Min - Color - This is a clinical demonstration of the correction of unilateral prognathism by oblique osteotomy of the mandibular ramus as performed on a 23 year old female patient at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5427 CORRECTION OF PROGNATHIC MALOCCCLUSION BY BILATERAL MANDIBULAR OSTEOTOMY - 16 Min - Color - This is a clinical demonstration of a bilateral mandibular osteotomy to correct a prognathic malocclusion on a 20 year old male. Highlighted are the surgical procedures in removing the first molars and predetermined mandibular bone sections on both sides of the mouth. Post-operative views of the patient illustrate the successful results in achieving a proper and stable relation between the maxillae and mandibles. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5428 PERIPHERAL NERVE REPAIR WITH SILASTIC CUFFING - 13 Min - Color - This film presents a clinical demonstration of the surgical procedure followed in the repair of a man's tibial nerve using silastic cuffing. Graphic illustrations of peripheral nerve cuffing on animals are also shown. (Professional Medical Groups)

PMF 5431 IMMEDIATE HOMOGRAPHY OF SECOND DEGREE BURNS - 15 Min - Color - This film views actual patients during various stages of treatment point up the cosmetic and physiologic benefits of immediate debridement and homografting of burned areas. (Professional Groups)
PMF 5432 ANTERIOR COMMUNICATING ARTERY ANEURYSMS: THE GYRUS RECTUS APPROACH - 22 Min - Color - This film describes the procedure for obliterating an aneurysm of the anterior communicating artery by way of an incision in the Gyrus Rectus. Preoperative examinations are described, and the procedure is shown for the three major orientations for which this approach is applicable. (Professional Groups Only)

PMF 5433 OCULAR PARACENTESIS - 5 Min - Color - This film describes the microparacentesis needle and demonstrates its use in removing aqueous fluid from the eye. (Professional Groups Only)

PMF 5435 READING THE BLOOD PRESSURE MANOMETER - 6 Min - Color - Six blood pressure readings are taken, showing the manometer and demonstrating the sound heard through the stethoscope. The film is in the form of a test; the viewer records his readings, and compares them with the true readings given at the end of the film. (Professional Groups Only)

PMF 5436 INCISION AND IRRIGATION OF TRAUMATIC CATARACT - 6 Min - Color - The detailed procedure is shown for the treatment of traumatic cataract by irrigation of the lens from the posterior chamber through a small corneal incision. (Professional Groups Only)

PMF 5437 C-OSTEOTOMY OF THE MANDIBLE: CORRECTION OF A CLASS II MALOCCLUSION - 14 Min - Color - The operation to correct an under-slung lower jaw by making a C-shaped cut in the mandible is demonstrated. The procedure is shown from the pre-operative phase through the step-by-step technique in surgery until the patient is healed in the new jaw relationship. (Professional Groups Only)

PMF 5438 ANEURYSM OF THE BASILAR BIFURCATION - 11 Min - Color - The technique for obliterateing a posterior projecting aneurysm of the basilar bifurcation by direct surgical approach is demonstrated. (Professional Groups Only)

PMF 5440 ELECTRICAL TRAUMA - 13 Min - Color - A patient with severe electrical burns is followed through all phases of treatment from admittance to recovery. (Professional Groups Only)

ARMY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FILMS

*R&D 32 ARMY RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT - FILM REPORT NUMBER 32 - U.S. ARMY R&D AT NATICK LABORATORIES - 23 Min - Color - This is a film report on the R&D facilities and projects at the U.S. Army Natick Laboratories. (PNP)

*R&D 34 RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT FILM REPORT NUMBER 34 - SEEING THE UNSEEABLE (Photo Instrumentation) - 30 Min - Color - This film describes the advances in the field of photo instrumentation, and the important role of science oriented photography in gathering scientific and technological data for research and development projects, both in military and non-military areas. (PNP,Tv)

R&D 35 RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT FILM REPORT NUMBER 35 - FLUERICS: THINKING WITH AIR - 38 Min - Color - This is an introduction to the new technology of fluercics and its huge potential in military and civilian applications. (Professional Groups)
R&D PR 1 PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER ONE - 28 Min - Report on the objectives, scope and accomplishments of the Army Research and Development Program. (PNP)

R&D PR 2 PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER TWO - 28 Min - Report on the objectives, scope and accomplishments of the Army Research Development Program and future goals. (PNP)

R&D PR 3 PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER THREE - 31 Min - Report on the objectives, scope, accomplishments and future goals of the Army Research development Program. (PNP, TV)

R&D PR 4 PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER FOUR - 28 Min - Report on the latest advancement in the areas of firepower, mobility, communications and control. (PNP, TV)

R&D PR 5 PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER FIVE - 25 Min - Color - Report on the latest achievements of the Army Research and Development Program. (PNP, TV)

R&D PR 6 PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER SIX - 32 Min - Color - Story of the construction of Camp Century, the City Under Ice. (PNP)

R&D PR 7 PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER SEVEN - SWAMP FOX II, PANAMA - MOBILITY IN THE TROPICS - 24 Min - Report on the objectives, scope and results of the Swamp Fox II tests conducted by the US Army in cooperation with the Panamanian Government to evaluate the mobility of military vehicles in the tropics. (PNP, TV)

R&D PR 8 PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER EIGHT - THE ARMY FIELD RADIO CONVERSION PROGRAM - 23 Min - Color - Describes the story of the development and application of the two new radio systems, AN/VRC-12 and AN/VRC-25. (PNP, TV)

R&D PR 9 RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER NINE - DELONG PIERS - 12 Min - Color - This is the story of the construction and installation of DeLong Piers to relieve the logistical problem in Vietnam. (PNP)

R&D PR 10 RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT PROGRESS REPORT NUMBER TEN - 20 Min - Color - This is a report on the following: "Air Transportability of CH-47 Chinook Mobile Ion Exchange Unit", "M-102 Howitzer Intensified Type II Confirmatory Test", and "Conex Handling & Transport Equipment". (PNP)

RECRUITING FILMS

RF 8-4 THE ARMY DENTAL SERVICE - 26 Min - Color - Advantages of the service from professional and personal aspects. (PNP, TV)

RF 15-1 THE MOST REWARDING LAW - 30 Min - Color - Directed toward those about to enter the profession of law, this film shows the variety of opportunities provided by a career in the U.S. Army Judge Advocate General's Corps. (PNP, TV, TH)

RF 21-6 YOUR STAKE IN TOMORROW - 20 Min - A recruiting film showing how the Army provides opportunities for specialist training and job assignments vital both to national security and individual advancement. Emphasis is placed on the Army's requirement for specialists in electronics, aviation, and missile systems. (PNP, TV)

RF 145-6 ARMY ROTC - THE DECISION IS YOURS - 35 Min - By conducting interviews with a number of young ROTC graduates in various assignments, the benefits of taking ROTC in college are covered. (PNP)